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F OREWORD
This report is submitted to the Aerospace Environment Division, Aero-
Astrodynamics Laboratory, NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama in
partial fulfillment of requirements under Contract No. NAS8-29033. The purpose
of this report is to document revisions to the NASA Handbook for Estimating Toxic
Fuel Hazards (Dumbauld, et al., 1970) and, in particular, the computer program
associated with.the Handbook. As experience has been gained in the application of
the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model Program, it has become apparent that
the program input requirements should be simplified for more efficient use of the
multilayer concept. This report consists of:
A description of the mathematical specifications for the
NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Models
Procedures for obtaining and calculating meteorological
and source inputs to the revised diffusion model computer
program
A description of the revised NASA/MSFC Multilayer
Diffusion Model Program
A usage manual for implementing the revised NASA/MSFC
Multilayer Diffusion Model Program
Worked example problems illustrating the use of the
diffusion models and computer program
The H. E. Cramer Company, Inc. is indebted to Dr. Leonard DeVries,
Mr. John Kaufman and Mr. Charles Hill, Environmental Hazards Group, Aerospace
Environment Division for their guidance in planning the revisions to the NASA
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Handbook for Estimating Toxic Fuel Hazards. Mr. Archic Jackson, NASA/MSFC
Computation Laboratory, NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center, also provided slJg-
gestions for revising the procedures for entering input data into the NASA/MSFC
Multilayer Diffusion Model Program.
Staff members of the H. E. Cramer Company, Inc. making impot'tant
contributions to this report are Dr. J. E. Faulkner, Mr. H. V. Gears' and M_-s.
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The use of mathematical prediction models in applying meteorological
information to the estimation of toxic fuel hazards is mandatory becauseof the
inherent scarcit}T and fragmentary nature of measurements of the behavior of toxic
clouds resulting from NASAoperations. The concept of developing generalized
dosageand concentration models for use in hazard estimation for a variety of
environmental situations and for a variety of source configurations was originally
developedand implemented for the U. S. Army (Cramer, et al., 1964; 1967;
Cramer and Dumbauld, 1968). The conceptwas adaptedto the prediction of
environmental hazards from NASAoperations by Record, et al. (1970)and
Dumbauld, et al. (1970). This work under two concurrent NASAcontracts
(Contract Nos. NAS8-21453 and NAS8-30503) resulted in the publication of the
NASA Handbook for Estimating Toxic Fuel Hazards and included a computer pro-
gram specifically designed for research-oriented projects and for use in hazard
estimation. The program was designed to permit hazard calculations downwind
from normal and abnormal launches of rocket vehicles and from accidental cold
spills and leaks of toxic fuels. The hazard estimation procedures and computer
program developed under the above contracts have subsequently found wide use in
estimation of hazards associated with vehicle launches and launch aborts (Cramer,
et al., 1970; Dumbauld and Bjorklund, 1971; Cramer, et al., 1971; Cramer, et al.,
1972a; 1972b; Dumbauld and Bjorklund, 1972).
1.2 PURPOSE
As experience has been gained in the application of the NASA/MSFC Multi-
layer Diffusion Model Program, it has become apparent that some revisions to the
original program design could be made to simplify the use of the program while
retaining itsoverall flexibilityin application to a variety of hazard problems. The
purpose of thisreport is to document the simplifications made in the computer
program.
The majority of the revisions entailed a streamlining of data input rec!dire-
ments and procedures used to enter data into the program. In the new version of
the program, allsource and meteorological data inputs required by the dispersion-
transport models are entered into the program using a FORTRAN NAMELIST
format. The ISKIP options used to control program options in the original prograr}_
have been considerably simplified. In addition, requirements for duplicale cntri_>_
of some meteorological inputs in the original version of the program have been
eliminated and some parameters need not be entered unless changes in preset
values are required.
The original program contained seven versions of the basic diffusion
models, labeled Model 1 to Model 7. Each version was applicable to a specific
type of problem. Some of the original seven model versions have been eliminated
because experience has shown them to be of limited use in hazard estimation.
Others have been revised. A complete description of the revised versions of the
basic diffusion models is included in this report.
I.3 DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN THE REPORT
The terminology used in this report conforms, in general, with the standard
nomenclature of diffusion meteorology. Concentration refers to the mass of a pollutant
per unit volume at a point, but itmay be referenced to the ambient atmosphere, as in
parts per million. Dosage is the time-integrated concentration at a point and has the
units of concentration multiplied by unit time (forexample, milligram-seconds per
cubic meter or parts per million-seconds). This definitionof dosage, which conforms
to the terminology of the U. S. Army, does not include physiological factors such as




the term exposure to refer to the time-integrated concentration. The concentration
and dosage terms used in this report are defined as follows:
The maximum concentration × {x, y, z} at a point (x, y, z)
is the maximum concentration in time that occurs at the
point
The dosage D(x,y, z} is the time-integrated concentration
at the point (x, y, z)
The maximum centerline concentration Xc(X, y--0, z} is the
maximum concentration in time in the plane of the horizon
at the downwind distance x and the height above the ground z
The average alongwind concentration _{x, y, z} is the time-
integrated concentration (dosage) at the point (x,y, z) averaged
over the cloud passage time
The time-mean alongwind concentration X {x, y, Z;TA} is the
partial dosage from time ta - TA/2 to time ta + TA/2 averaged
over the time TA, where ta is the arrival time of the cloud
centroid at downwind distance x; for cloud passage times of less
than TA, X{X,y,z;TA} is then the total dosage averaged over T A
The centerline dosage Dc{X,y=0, z} is the maximum dosage in
the plane of the horizon at the downwind distance x and the
height z
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE RE PORT
The main body of the report contains five sections. Section 2 contains a
description of the generalized concentration and dosage models which form the
basis of the multilayer concept. Formulas for determining the buoyant rise of hot
exhaust clouds or plumes from conflagrations, necessary for specifying model input
parameters, are given in Section 3. Section 4 contains a description of the multi-
layer diffusion models and lists the mathematical formulas forming the basis of the
computer program. A brief description of the computer program is given in Section
5. Finally, Section 6 contains some sample problems and their solutions obtained
using the computer program.
There are five appendices to the report. Appendix A contains derivations
of the cloud rise formulas described in Section 3. Appendix B contains users
instructions for the computer program; Appendix C contains a complete listing
of the computer program; and Appendix D contains example computer program
output listings. Meteorological and source inputs used in the examples described
in Section 6 of the report are contained in tables presented in Appendix E.
P
SECTION 2
GENERALIZED CONCENTRATION AND DC_AGE MODELS
The generalized models developed under the previous Government contracts
described in Section 1 are presented here because they form the basis of the com-
puterized NASA/MSFC multilayer diffusion models and computer program described
in Sections 4 and 5 below. Generalized models are given for nearly-instantaneous
releases in which the cloud of toxic material is detached from the source after a
few seconds or, at the most, a few minutes. This condition is typical of normal
and abnormal launches. Adaptation of the generalized models to continuous source
emissions resulting from cold fuel spills and fuel leaks is outlined at the end of
this section.
2.1 GENERALIZED CONCENTRATION MODEL
The generalized concentration model is expressed as the product of five
modular terms:
Concentration = (Peak Concentration Term} x (Along'wind Term} x
(Lateral Term} x (Vertical Term} x (Depletion Term}
The mathematical formulas given below for the various terms are written accord-
ing to conventional usage. Specifically, the concentration model is referred to a
Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 with the source
located at an effective height H above the origin. The direction of x is along the
mean azimuth wind direction, y is normal to the mean wind direction in the plane of
the horizon, and z is directed vertically with z = 0 at ground level. The distribution
of concentration along each of the three coordinate axes is assumed to be Gaussian.
None of the above assumptions is required. The model equations are easily trans-
formed to a polar coordinate system or other systems, and other distribution
functions may be substituted for the Gaussian function.
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The Peak Concentration Term refers to the concentration at the point ::,










(2,-03/2 0. _ (_
x y z
source strength
standard deviation of the along'wind concentration distribution
standard deviation of the crosswind concentration distribution
standard deviation of the vertical concentration distribution
The Alongwind Term is defined by the expression
where
exp
fi : mean wind speed
t : time of cloud travel
(2 -2;
The Lateral Term is defined by the expression
(2-3}
The Vertical Term is given by the expression
+ cxp




H = effective source height
H = height of the top of the mixing layer
m
The multiple reflection terms following the summation sign stop the vertical cloud.
growth at the top of the mixing layer and eventually change the form of the vertical
concentration distribution from Gaussian to rectangular.
The Depletion Term refers to the loss of material by simple decay pro-
cesses, precipitation scavenging, or gravitational settling. The form of the
Depletion Term for each of these processes is:





exp _ az + e.x'p az
(2-7)
where
k = decay coefficient or fraction of material lost per unit time
t = time
A = washout coefficient or fraction of material removed by
scavenging per unit time
V = settling velocity
S
When Equation (2-7) is used for the Depletion Term, the Vertical Term given by
Equation (2-4) is set equal to unity. This causes the cloud axis to be inclined
do_ward at the angle tan-l(Vs/fi) with respect to the horizon, following W.
Schmidt's sedimentation hypothesis (see Pasquill, 1962, p. 226); material thz',
deposits on the ground surface is retained and not reflected. The vertical grow!:b
of the cloud is stopped at the top of the mixing layer and reflected toward the
ground by the second exponential term in Equation (2-7). The depletion by gravi-
tational settling of material containing a size distribution is calculated by par',iti_-
ing the distribution into various settling-velocity categories, solving Equation (2-7)
for each settling velocity, and superposing the solutions.
2, 2 GENERALIZED DOSAGE MODEL
The generalized dosage model is similar in form to the generalized
concentration model and is defined by the product of four modular terms:
Dosage (Peak Dosage Term} x {Lateral Term}
x (Vertical Term} x {Depletion Term}
The Peak Dosage Term is given by the expression
where
Q = source strength








standard deviation of the crosswind dosage distribution
standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution
The remaining terms in the generalized dosage model are defined in the same
manner as the corresponding terms for the generalized concentration model which
are given by Equations (2-3), (2-4), (2-5), (2-6) and (2-7).
2.3 SUBSET OF EQUATIONS FOR a , cr AND
y z x
The following subset of equations is used to define the distance dependence
of the standard deviations of the erosswind, vertical and alongwind distributions in
the generalized concentration and dosage models described above:
/x+x-x 2 [Ao'.,]2







= standard deviation of the azimuth wind angle in radians for
the cloud stabilization time r
= distance over which rectilinear crosswind expansion occurs
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= distance from the source at which o- is measured
yo
= lateral diffusion coefficient of the order of unity




az{X} = _E Xrz _ x
rz
standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in radians at
height H
x = distance over which rectilinear vertical expansion occurs
rz




B Xr z cr_ x r z
- XRz
: azo-_a_Xrz
+x (1-_) ; a -> '
r z zo aE Xr z
azo = standard deviation of the vertical distribution at RXz
r_X_z = distance from the source at which o" is measuredzo





,.]%{_} L\4.a + XO
alongwind cloud length of a point source when the center of the
cloud is a distance x from the source




AU = wind speed shear within the layer containing the cloud
cr = standard deviation of the alongwind distribution at the source
XO
' is expressed as a function of time T whereIn Equation (2-9) above, aA
is the time after release required for the cloud to reach equilibrium with ambient
' for nearly-instantaneous releases areatmospheric conditions. Values of crA
difficult to measure directly, but can be calculated from the following semi-empiri-
cal relationship (Cramer, et al., 1964):
.  1/5
(2-12)
where T is _ 10 minutes. The standard deviation of the wind elevation angle
o
' is assumed independent of the release time T because of the relatively narrow
_E
frequency range in the power spectrum of the vertical wind velocity component that
contains significant amounts of turbulent energy. This assumption is generally
valid at heights -< 100 meters above the ground surface. In the presence of large
convective cells and at heights of the order of 1 kilometer, the assumption that
a_ is independent of _" likely does not hold. However, the effect on the accuracy
of ground-level concentration and dosage estimates is thought to be slight.
B
The source dimensions axo, ay o, azo in the above subset refer to a
stabilized cloud at time T. These source dimensions are best estimated from
direct measurements or observations. The virtual distances Xy, Xz are used to
adjust the lateral and vertical terms of the generalized models for the initial source
OrZO"dimensions _yo and Two virtual distances are employed to facilitate the
treatment of asymmetrical sources where _yo _ ¢ " In applications, x and xzo y z
are constrained to be positive. The height of the stabilized cloud above ground level,
when the emission mode is accompanied by the release of significant amounts of
thermal energy, must be estimated from observations or by means of a mathematical
formula for buoyant plume rise such as those given in Section 3 below.
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2.4 MODEL FORMULAS FOR GROUND DEPOSITION CAUSED BY
PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING AND GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING
The total amount of material deposited on the ground surface by precipita-
tion scavenging, at some distance x, is given by the expression
{i 1  j21}{[(u tl)]}AQ exp - _-[-_'_ exp - x _ (2-13)
where t 1 is the time at which the precipitation begins. The principal assumptions
made in deriving the above expression are:
The rate of precipitation is steady over an area that is
large compared to the horizontal dimension of the cloud
of toxic material
The precipitation originates at a level above the top of the
toxic cloud so that hydrometeors pass vertically through
the entire cloud
The time duration of the precipitation is sufficiently long
so that the entire alongwind length of the toxic cloud
passes over the point x
Engelmann (see Slade, 1968, pp. 208-221) discusses the general problems of cal-
culating the amount of material removed by precipitation scavenging and recommends
values of the coefficient A that may be combined with precipitation rates to obtain
estimates of total surface deposition. Other useful information may be obtained
from the proceedings of the 1970 Symposium on Precipitation Scavenging (Engelmann
and Slinn, 1970).
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The total deposition due to the gravitational settling of heavy particles or
droplets with settling velocity V s, at a downwind distance x from the source and
on the projection of the alongwind cloud axis on the ground plane, is given by the
expression
,-(v _j_)-z
Q d 1 exp - 2 u
_/2"_ ay dx 2v/_ a z
Z -co
+ exp
[-l-(2ttm-H+!:sx/ii)-z)2] } dz I
(2-14)
After the integration and differentiation are performed, the above expression
beco me s
Q
H+ -(X+Xz az-Xrz(l(;:_!)Vs(X+XZ_xr(l_fl)) Xrz(1 B))/u exp 21-" - u(VsX/fi)z
[ ,x ],I..°-.l-(,-(..._..,,-,,))"z (X+XzXr z(1-8))
exp .z
(2-15)
2.5 ADAPTATION OF THE GENERALIZED MODELS TO CONTINUOUS
SOURCE EMISSIONS
The generalized concentration and dosage models discussed in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 above are applicable to cases in which the source is nearly-instantaneous.
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Treatment of cold spills and fuel leaks that occur near ground level requires that
these models be adapted for use in predicting concentrations downwind from
continuous sources.
The generalized concentration model for continuous source emission is
given by the product of four terms
Concentration = { Peak Concentration}
x (Vertical Term} x
x (Lateral Term}
(Depletion Term}









source strength in units of total mass released per unit time
mean wind speed at the effective source height
standard deviation of the crosswind concentration distribution
standard deviation of the vertical concentration distribution
(2-16)
The Lateral Term, Vertical Term and the subset of equations defining q
Y
and a are respectively given by Equations (2-3), {2-4) (2-9) and (2-10). The
Z
Depletion Term is given by Equations (2-5), (2-6) and (2-7), depending on the deple-
tion mechanism. The expression for the Peak Concentration Term given by Equation
(2-16) is very similar to the Peak Dosage Term in Equation (2-8) except for the
definition of source strength and the mean wind speed.
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SECTION 3
C LOUD RISE F ORMULAS
9 The burning of rocket engines during normal launches and on-pad aborts
results in the formation of a cloud of hot exhaust products which subsequently rises
and entrains ambient air until an equilibrium with ambient conditions is reached.
For normal launches, this cloud is formed principally by the forced ascent of hot
turbulent exhaust products that have been deflected laterally and vertically by the
launch pad hardware and the ground surface. The height at which this ground cloud
stabilizes (i. e., reaches equilibrium with the environment) is determined by the
vehicle type and atmospheric stability. The residence time of the vehicle on the
pad appears to determine which type of cloud-rise formula is appropriate for pre-
dicting the stabilization height. Experience to date indicates that the buoyant rise
of exhaust clouds from normal launches of solid-fueled and small liquid-fueled
vehicles is best predicted by using a cloud rise model for instantaneous sources;
the cloud rise for large liquid-fueled vehicles is best predicted by the use of a
cloud rise model for continuous sources. While no cloud rise data are available
for on-pad aborts, cloud rise data from static tests of liquid-fueled rockets indi-
cate that the use of a cloud rise model for continuous sources is appropriate in
this case.
3.1 CLOUD RISE FORMULAS FOR INSTANTANEOUS SOURCES
The following formulas for the maximum buoyant rise of clouds from
instantaneous sources are based on procedures similar to those contained in a
preprint of a paper presented by G. A. Briggs (1970) at the Second International




The maximum cloud rise Zmi downwind from an instantaneous
source in an adiabatic atmosphere (potential temperature constant with height) is
given by
sI rR rR
ZmI = -3 + - -_I
_i "rI/
where





g = acceleration due to gravity (m sec -2)
QI = the effective heat released (cal)
c = specific height of air at constant pressure (cal gm -1 °K-l)
P
T = ambient air temperature (OK)
p = density of ambient air (gm m -3)
T I = the entrainment coefficient for an instantaneous source
rR = the initial cloud radius at the surface (m)




The maximum cloud rise Zmi downwind from an instantaneous
source in a stable atmosphere is given by





T Dz T Az
AZ
- the vertical gradient of ambient potential temperature
Equations (3-1) and (3-3) assume that the initial upward momen-
tum imparted to the exhaust gases by. reflection from the ground surface and launch
pad hardware is insignificant in comparison with the effect of thermal buoyancy.
Based on limited experience in predicting cloud rise from launches at Vandenberg
Air Force Base, this assumption appears to be justified.
3.2 CLOUD RISE FORMULAS FOR CONTINUOUS SOURCES
The following formulas for the maximum buoyant rise of clouds from
continuous sources are also based on procedures similar to those given by Briggs
(1970). The derivations of these formulas are given in Appendix A.
3.2.1 Adiabatic Atmosphere
The maximum cloud rise z
mc
source in an adiabatic atmosphere is given by
downwind from a continuous
sc R
z = + --












Q = the effective rate of heat release (cal sec -1)
C
_/c the entrainment coefficient for a continuous source
= the mean wind speed (m sec -1)
x = the downwind distance at which the cloud reaches its
sc stabilization height (m}
_a
3.2.2 Stable Atmosphere
The maximum cloud rise z
me
source in a stable atmosphere is given by
Z
mc
downwind from a continuous
1/3
[6F (rR; I r R




Equations (3-4) and (3-6) assume that the initial momentum flux
imparted to the cloud by dynamic forces is negligible in comparison with the
buoyancy flux. Again, experience in calculating cloud rise for normal launches of




THE NASA/MSFC MULTILAYER DIFFUSION MODEL
4.1 THE MULTILAYER CONCEPT
The meteorological structure in the low-level reference air volume (from
the surface to a height of about 5 kilometers} is usually comprised of several layers
with distinctive wind, temperature and humidity fields. Large horizontal spatial
variations in wind regimes may also occur in the surface layer, usually as a conse-
quence of changes in terrain or land-water interfaces. The generalized diffusion
models described in Section 2 have been adapted to these variations in meteoro-
logical structure. The vertical stratification problem in the reference volume is
handled by applying the models to individual layers in which the meteorological
structure is reasonably homogenous. Layer boundaries are placed at the points of
major discontinuities in the vertical profiles of wind, temperature, and humidity.
For simplicity, it is assumed that there is no flux of material across layer bound-
aries due to turbulent mixing. Provision is made, however, for the flux of material
across layer boundaries as a result of gravitational settling or precipitation
scavenging.
Step changes in the meteorological structure of layers, at some arbitrary
time or downwind distance from the point of release, are accommodated by stopping
the transport and diffusion processes in the layers affected by the change in structure,
calculating new sets of initial source and meteorological model input parameters,
and re-starting the transport and diffusion process with the new inputs. The model
provisions for step changes in meteorological structure can also be used to account
for the vertical distribution of material within the stabilized cloud. The use of this
feature of the program is further explained in Section 4.5 below.
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Two geometries are involved in the multilayer concepts outlined above.
The first is the layer geometry used with the Cartesian coordinate system of the
generalized models in which the x-axis is along the mean wind direction in _he
laver. The second geometry refers to a basic reference polar coordinate grid
_ystem used in the computer program for the calculation of concentration and
dosage fields.
"['he above concepts have been used to develop a multilayer construct,
based on the generalized diffusion models, for application to the toxic fuel hazard
problem at NASA installations. Mathematical specifications for the various layer
models used in the NASA/MSFC multilayer construct are given below. These
specifications provide the foundation for the computer programs that constitute the
principal methods for estimating toxic fuel hazards. The six layer models first
described refer principally to the transport, dispersal and depletion of toxic
material formed as the result of normal and abnormal launches. The use of the
multilayer diffusion program for estimating concentration fields downwind from
cold fuel spills and surface fuel leaks is described at the end of the section.
4.2 MODEL 1
In this layer model, the source extends vertically through the entire layer
and turbulent mixing is occurring. It is assumed that the vertical distribution of
toxic material is uniform with height and that the distributions of toxic material
along the x- and y-layer coordinates are Gaussian.
4.2.1 Dosage Equation for Model 1
The dosage equation for Model 1 in the K th layer is
2O
DKt_ YK'zK (4-1)
In the above expression
QK = the source strength in units of mass per unit layer depth
The quantity fiK in Equation (4-1) is the mean cloud transport
speed in meters per second in the K th layer. In the surface layer (K = 1), the






= mean wind speed measured at the reference height z R
= power-law exponent for the wind speed profile in the
surface layer
(fiTK(K= 1} )/. \('ZTK(----K= 1} )ZR
= log U='R og
= mean wind speed at the top of the surface layer ZTK(K=I )
= height in the surface layer
(4-2)






In layers abovethe surface layer (K =* 1), the wind speed-height profile is assumed




= mean wind speed at the top of the layer ZTK
= mean wind speed at the base of the layer ZBK
In the K th layer (K > 1), the mean cloud transport speed is given by the expression
ayK
The standard deviation of the crosswind dosage distribution
is defined by the expression








a' {r,.l = mean layer standard deviation of the wind azimuthAK _J
angle in radi,-ms for the cloud stabilization time TK







¢r/_R{'rK} = standard deviation of the wind azimuth ,angle in radians





= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at height zR and for the reference time period roK
= power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the
standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in the
surface layer
(zTK   I')
' T K=I}
_£T::{,:, (TK _1/5
aATK{ ToK , K=I } standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in
degrees at the top of the surface layer ZTK for
the reference time period 7
oK
For layers above the surface (K > 1),
,, ( )/ (4-6)
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where 1/5
= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at the top of the layer for the reference time period r oK
• (1+0)
UABK{rOK} = standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at the base of the layer for the reference time period roK
x K = downwind distance from the source
YK = crosswind distance from the axis of the cloud
= crosswind virtual distance
%o (K}
- a)kK { rK} - XRy K
when Cryo{K} -< a' {rK} xAK ryK
ayo{K} 1/aK
a K Xry K \a_K{rK} Xry K ) - XRy K + XryK(1- OeK)
when Cryo{K} _> a_K{rK} Xry K
%0 {K} = standard deviation of the lateral source dimension in the





distance from the source at which Y --ao{K } is
measured in the K th layer
distance over which rectilinear crosswind ex_pansion
occurs doxvnwind from an ideal point source in the
K _h layer
lateral diffusion cocfficicnt in the layer
vertical wind direction shear in the layer
= mean wind direction in degrees at the top of the layer
= metal wind direction in de_-ees at the base of the layer
4.2.2 Concentration Equation for Model 1
The maximum concentration for Model 1 in the K th layer is




axK = standard deviation of the alongwind concentration distribution
in the layer
: Lx 4.3 / + _ {_)XO
L{XK} = alongwind cloud length for a point source in the layer at the
distance xK from the source
; Aft K -_ 0





= vertical wind speed shear in the layer
%
A_K{K>i} = _TK - UBK
--_'o{K} = standard deviation of the alongwiad source dimension in
the layer at the point of cloud stabilization
The above equation for L{XK} is based on the theoretical and empirical results
reported by Tyldesley and Wallington (1965) who analyzed ground-level concentration
measurements made at distances of 5 to 120 kilometers downwind from instantaneous
line-source releases.
The maximum centerline concentration for Model l in the K th
layer is given by the expression
XcK{x K, YK=0, zK} = X K / {LATERAL TERM} (4-10_





= cloud passage time in seconds in the K th layer
_- 4.3 axK / _K
The time mean alongwind concentration in the K th layer is defined by the
expression








T A = time in seconds over which concentration is to be averaged
The time mean alongwind concentration is equivalent to the average alongwind
concentration when tpK equals T A.
4.3 MODEL 2
Layer Model 2 refers to the same source configuration as Model 1 in
which the source extends vertically through the entire depth of the layer and the
distribution of toxic material is uniform with height. In Model 2, however, it is
assumed that no turbulent mixing is occurring. Consequently, there is no dilution
of the cloud due to turbulent expansion. The dosage and concentration equations for
Model 2 are given by Equations (4-1) and (4:7), respectively, with the following
substitutions:
= Y --noOK ) (4-13)
axK = _xo{K} (4-14)
4.4 MODEL 3
This layer model differs from Models 1 and 2 in that the vertical extent




Dosage Equation for Model 3
The dosage equation for Model 3 in the K th layer is given by the
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DK{XK' YK' zI3K QK I exp< ZK < ZTK} = 2_ oyK azK UK
F_ (HK_ zK)?. i F- (lIK-2Zt%l{+ zK) 2
expl- _ + cxp '














= source strength or total mass of material in the layer
= effective source height or height of the centroid of the
stabilized cloud
= standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution in
the layer
The remaining terms are the same as those in Equation (4-1) for Model 1.
The standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution is
defined by the expression
azK = a_K Xrz K









=- mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in
radians for the layer
= vertical virtual distance in the layer
= vertical diffusion coefficient in the layer
= distance over which rectilinear vertical expansion occurs
downwind from an ideal point source in the K th layer
In the surface layer (K = 1),





standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the height z R
power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the standard
deviation of the wind elevation angle in the surface layer
log ( (rETK{K= 1})//_aER og \(zTK(K=1}zR )
standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the top of the surface layer







standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the top of the layer
standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the base of the layer
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The vertical virtual distance XzK is given by the expression
, zp(K} El( Xrz.K
al_, K XR zA_ ; a -< a '
flK r'/A,:/cr ' x
\ EK l'zK




= standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution at
XRzK
= distance from the source at which azo{K } is measured in
the K th layer
4.4.2 Concentration Equation for Model 3
The concentration equation for Model 3 is the same as that for
Model 1 which is given by Equation (4-7) in Section 4.2.2 with D K from Equation
(4-15). Equation (4-10) in Section 4.2.2 also gives the maximum centerline concen-
tration for Model 3. Similarly, average and time mean alongwind concentrations for
Model 3 are given by Equations (4-11) and (4-12) with D K from Equation (4-15).
4.5 MODEL 4
Model 4, the layer-breakdown model, may be used to calculate concentra-
tion and dosage fields resulting from changes in the meteorological layer structure.
Model 4 may also be used to determine concentration and dosage fields in the surface
mixing layer downwind from a source in which the source strength varies with height
in the layer. The application of Model 4 requires the following assumptions:
3O
The boundary betweenadjacentlayers or sublayers is
eliminated and the layers are replaced by a single layer L
Turbulent mixing is occurring in Layer L
The material in eachof the layers or sublayers is initially
uniformly distributed in the vertical
Reflection occurs at the upper and lower boundaries of
Layer L
D
The selection of Model 4 for layer breakdown calculations or to accommo-
date vertical source strength variations in the surface mixing layer is controlled in
the computer program by selection of certain options (see Appendix B) available in
the input configuration. If no special provision is made and Model 4 is specified
for use, the program assumes that the function of the model is to accommodate to
vertical source strength variations. For example, the surface mixing layer can be
divided into several sublayers where the source strength, although assumed to be
vertically uniform in the K th sublayer, increases with height in subsequent layers
(see example problems in Section 6). In this case, Model 4 calculates the contri-
but-ion from each sublayer to the composite concentration and dosage fields in the
surface mixing layer by permitting turbulent mixing across the initial sublayer
boundaries.
If Model 4 is to be used to predict the concentration and dosage fields
downwind from a change in meteorological structure, the program option ISKIP(2)
must be properly set, the input parameter NBK must be initialized, and the meteoro-
L thlogical parameters for the new layer and the time t* at which layer breakdown
occurs must be specified (see Appendix B).
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4.5.1 Dosage Equation for Model 4
The dosag,_ equation for Model 4 for the contribution from the
port_on of the cloud in tb,, 1"_LI' I:tver to the receptor position in the layer L is given
by the expression
QK YL





+ 2i (ZTL- ZBL) + 2 Zt3L-ZBK- ZL
(ZTL-ZBL) - 2ZBL+ZTK+ZL _.
+ erf .j_ azLK /
(4-18)
tiff
erf (.-2i (ZTL- zB L)- ZBK+ ZL_
V/2 UzLK
2i('zTL-zBL)+2zBL-zBK-zL ) + erf+ err _/_ azLK .--2i (ZTL-ZBL ) - 2ZBL+ZTK+ZLv/2 azL K
The total contribution to a receptor position in Layer L is calculated by summing
the contributions from all K layers. In the above expression
QK = source strength in units of mass per unit layer depth
(g m -1) for the source in the layer K
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In Model 4, the quantity fiL is the meancloud transport in the
L th layer. If the layer L is the surface mixing layer (L = 1), the wind speed-height






{zL,L1} : uRL\ z:
= mean wind speed at the reference height zR in the new
surface layer L
= power-law exponent for the wind speed profile in the
surface layer (L = 1)
(UTL{L:I})/o (ZTL{L=I) 1g\ /
= mean wind speed at the top of the surface layer ZTL { L=I}
= height in the surface layer
The mean cloud transport speed in the surface layer is given by
IlL{L=1} =
_RL [(ZTL{ L=I})I+PL - (ZR) I+pL ]
(ZTL{L=I} - ZR)(zR)PL (I+PL)
(4-19)
P
For layers above the surface layer (L > 1), the wind speed-height profile is assumed
to be defined by the expression






= mean wind speed at the top of the layer z
"i'i.
= mean wiild sl_e.d at the base of the t.'..ycr t. BI,
The mean cloud tran,_port spe_,,l is thus,
I, UBL (4-20)
]'hc ci'os,_wind (listtinl.o from the _l.xis of the cloud to :l receptor
YL (defined positiw, io the right looking downwind) is given hx the expression





position _,1 the receptor with respect to the origin of the
reference coordinate system with the y axis positive
northward ,'rod the x axis positive eastward
coordinates of the cloud eentroid in the K th layer at time
t* with respect to the origin of the reference coordinate
system




- t* cos 0'
Yi UK K
coordinates of the real source in the K th layer with respect






--: mean wind direction in degrees at the top of the layer ZTL





The standard deviation of the erosswind dosage distribution
in the L th layer is defined by the expression
/I (x" )1L + XyKL - XryL (1-_L) CZL%LK =- aAL {TL) XryL czL Xry L 2
(4-22)
where
= mean layer standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle
in radians for the effective cloud stabilization time r L




= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in radians




standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at height z R and for the reference time period _'oL
power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the standard




\ ARL t L/
, T L=I}°£TL{L.
aATL{VOL, L=I} = standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at the top of the surface layer ZTL for the reference
time period T
oL
For layers above the surface layer (L > 1),
aIL{TL, L>I} = (CrITL{TL} + O"ABL(TL_)/2"'_/ (4-24)
where






standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees at
the top of the layer for the reference time period ToL
standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees at
the base of the layer for the reference time roL
expression
The wind direction shear in radians in the layer is given by the
A8_ = (STL_0BL) (I_0)
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The crosswind virtual distance in the L th layer due to source
(cloud) originating in the K th layer is given by the expression
/ vKL /%
X* X + XryL(l- aL)
yKL = ryL _a_L{VL} Xry L
where
=. orosswind source dimension in Layer L due to source (cloud)









= alongwind standard deviation of the dosage distribution in the
K th layer at time t*
= erosswind standard deviation of the dosage distribution in the
K th layer at time t*
= lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer
= distance over which rectilinear crosswind expansion occurs
downwind from an ideal point source in the Lth layer
The downwind distance from the point where the change in layer
structure occurs for the source (cloud) in the Kth layer to the point where the
dosage is to be calculated x L is given by the expression
x L = - (xj- xSK) sin 0 L - (Yj-YsK) c°s O'L (4-25)
The standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution azL K
in the L th layer is defined by the expression
azLK XL / _L








= mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in
radians for the layer
-- vertic:._! diffusion coefficient in the layer
= distance over which rectilinear vertical expansion occurs
downwind of an ideal point source in the L th layer





= standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the reference height zR
= power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the standard
deviation of the wind elevation angle in the surface layer
aETL(L=I ) = standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the top of the layer ZTL




standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the top of the layer ZTL
standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the base of the layer ZBL
(4-28)
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The maximum concentration equation for Model 4 is given by
X LK {XL' YL' ZL}
DLK UL
axLK
= standard deviation of the cloud alongwind concentration
distribution in the layer
/2 1L{XLK} 0"*4.3 + (xKL) 2 1/2
= alongwind cloud length of a point source at distance x L
0.28 Aft L x L
fiL
; fiL ---_'0






= vertical wind speed shear in the layer
= OTL(L=I ) - URL
AUL(L>I} ffi UTL- UBL
= alongwind source dimension in Layer L due to source (cloud)
originating in the K th layer
= a_cK)2 2 (8__eL + K) 2 sin2(SK-0L
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The maximum centerline concentration for Model 4 in the Lth
layer is given by the expression
_;CLI< ! '_ ! " -_! z }• " ,!/.'_ i._, ' LK = X IK/{LATERAl, TERM)
X LK I E(2YLexp 2
2_yLK
(4-31)






= cloud passa_,. (ime in seconds in the L th layer
The time mean alongwind concentration in the L th layer is
defined by the expression




This model is used to calculate the amount of material deposited on the
surface by precipitation scavenging in the K th layer. The assumptions made in
deriving the model are stated in Section 2.4. The ground-level deposition WD K due
to precipitation scavenging, for the case in which the vertical distribution of toxic





QK = source strength in units of mass per unit layer depth (g m -1)
for the source in Layer K
t 1 = time precipitation begins
A = percent of material removed per unit time
(4-34)
For the case in which the vertical extent of the source is less than the
depth of the layer (Model 3), the term ZTK - ZBK in Equation (4-34) is set equal
to unity.
When changes in layer structure occur at time t*, the contribution to
ground deposition WDLK due to precipitation scavenging in the Kth layer is given
by the expression
WDLKIXL'YL'Z=0) = _AQK(ZTK-ZBK)I_LK iL expI 1 (Y--L-L7]_ \ yLK
exp - A + t*- t
(4-35)
Maximum ground-level deposition at a point (XL, YL' z=0), assuming no
previous cloud depletion due to scavenging, can be obtained by setting the second
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exponential term in Equation (4-35) to unity. Total ground deposition is obtained by
summing the contribt_tions from all layers through which precipitation is falling at
points on the reference grid coordinate system. The height of the top of the upper-
most layer through which precipitation is falling Zli m must be supplied as an input
to the computer program.
The dosage or concentration at a point in space, assuming precipitation
scavenging occurs, is obtained by multiplying the appropriate dosage or concentra-
tion equation by the exponential term in Equation (4-34) or (4-35) containing the
coefficient A.
4.7 MODEL 6
This model is used to calculate the ground deposition due to gravitational
settling. The basic source configuration is an area source of finite lateral extent
and unit vertical extent. Other source configurations are treated by summing the
deposition at the ground resulting from a number of basic sources arranged to
simulate the desired configuration. The model is essentially a tilted plume model
in which the effects of wind shear are taken into account. The axis of a particle or
droplet cloud of a given settling velocity intersects the ground plane at a distance
from the source and at an angle from the mean surface wind direction that are
proportional to the total angular wind shear and the residence time of the settling
material in the layers between the source and the ground surface. In any layer,
the inclination of the cloud axis from the horizontal is given by tan -1 Vs/fi, where
V is the particle or droplet settling velocity and _ is the mean transport wind
s
speed in the layer. In all cases, material released in the K th layer and dispersed
upwards by turbulence is assumed to be reflected downwards at the interface of the
K th and (K + 1) th layers. The basic model is used to calculate the ground-level
deposition pattern for a single value of the settling velocity. The total deposition
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pattern is obtained by summing the results for all settling velocities representative
of the particle or droplet-size distribution of the released material on a reference
coordinate grid system.
In the computer program, provision is made for calculating deposition
from a source which fills the layer in the vertical and for a source in which the
vertical extent is less than the depth of the layer. These models are described
below.
4.7.1 Gravitational Deposition Model for a Source that Extends
Vertically Through the Entire Layer
Ground-level deposition by gravitational settling for a source
that extends vertically through the entire layer and in which the'material is uniformly
distributed in the vertical is calculated by summing contributions from a number of
elementary sources in the K th layer. Deposition at the surface for a single ele-
mentary source at height HnK in the layer is given by the expression
{ [ }
DEPnK = h _ynK _K
where
f. = fraction of particles or droplets with settling velocity V
1 $
QK = source emission rate in layer K (g sec -1)
T K = source emission time in layer K
_K = number of elementary sources in layer K for simulating a
uniform vertical distribution
Ys = lateral distance from the deposition axis of particles or
droplets with settling velocity V
s
= Rs sin _4_s




angle between the axis of the ground-level deposition
pattern and the radial connecting source and receptor
for settling velocity V
S
The terms MnK and NnK are vertical terms that include provision for reflection
from the boundary between the K th and (K + 1) th layers. These terms are defined
by the expressions
MnK







= Rs cos _bs
= mean wind transport speed in the layer between HnK
and the ground




















S0 K 0'' -S K-I
bK =
ZTK- ZBK
The quantity _HK is the mean layer wind speed between the
height HnK and the base of the Kth layer. The following expressions define the
mean layer wind" speeds in the surface layer (K = 1) and the layers above the
surface layer (K > 1):




The mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in







The vertical diffusion coefficient in the layer between HnK




The standard deviation of the crosswind distribution of
material downwind from the source a is given by the expression
ynK
where
{[ [_z-- _L_:( x +x )'_ +s yK .AYK
o.i =
AnK
mean standard deviation of the wind azimuth





360 \ ZTK- ZBK









The mean lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer between
and the surface is given by the terms
_K(K=I} = otK
(4-47)
The number of elementary sources _K required to simulate
a uniformly distributed source in the vertical is given by the expression
gK = (ZTK- ZBK)/_hK (4-48)
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where
2_hK = vertical separation of elementary sources in the K th layer( v).,.-....-_UHK
R _ a constant value depending on the accuracy desired in
simulating a vertical line source configuration. A
value of R = 0.45 yields deposition estimates that are
within 10 percent of the true value
gt ' with 1 (ZTK.-'\EH = gEnK HnK = 3 ZBK ZBK)+
( _z,_)+XI.IK = XnK with HnK = _ ZTK ZBK
YHK = YnK with HnK= _ TK- ZBK + ZBK
_ 1
fiHK = UnK with HnK = _ (ZTK- ZBK ) + ZBK
The computer program for calculating gravitational deposition automatically dis-
tributes _K sources in the K th layer with uniform vertical spacing. The height
HnK in the above equations is the height above the ground of each elementary source.
The angle between the axis of the ground-level deposition pattern
and the radial connecting source and receptor for settling velocity V is defined by
s
the expression
_s--I°,-_0_o- 0_I (0.0,. ,_01
(4-49)
where
mean wind direction at the reference height z R
angle between north and a line connecting source and receptor
s = tan-1 /x_KYnK/
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4.7.2 Gravitational Deposition Model for a Volume Source in
the K th Layer
For a volume source at height HSK in the K th layer, the
ground-level deposition from gravitationalsettlingis given by the expression
fi QSK {MsK+NsK}
DEPsK - 2_ %SK
{eo[ (4-50)
where the subscript SK indicates that the parameters refer to a single source in the
K th layer. The subset of equations which define the SK subscripted parameters is
the same as the subset defining the terms in Equation (4-36), except the following






x s -- RSK cos '_SK + XzsK
= the vertical virtual distance for the volume "source
:
crESK
= mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in
the layer between HSK and the ground
= vertical source dimension of the volume source
(4-51)
In using Equation (4-50), deposition patterns from all values of VSK representative
of the particle or droplet size distribution of the volume source are summed on a
reference coordinate system to obtain the total deposition pattern.
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4.8 USEOF THE MULTILAYER CONSTRUCTFOR COLDSPILLS AND FUEL
LEAKS IN THE SURFACELAYER
The NASA/MSFCMultilayer Diffusion Model Program can be used, through
adaptation of model inputs, to estimate concentration fields downwind from cold
spills at the surface and fuel leaks near ground level. As mentioned in Section 2.5,
the concentration model for continuous source emission is similar in form to the
dosage model for instantaneous sources. In the computer program, Model 3
(described in Section 4) can be used as a concentration model for surface spills
and leaks if proper adjustments are made in the values of the model input para-
meters. The adjustments include the requirement that the turbulence parameters
_A and a E be specified at source height. Also, aA must be adjusted for emission
times exceeding 10 minutes and the source strength QK must be specified in units
of mass emitted per unit time.
As indicated above, for correct application of Model 3 to cold spills and
fuel leaks, aA must be adjusted for source emission times. According to Hino
(1968) and others, time-mean concentrations downwind from continuous sources
are inversely proportional to the square root of the time T for values of T ranging
from about 10 to 60 minutes. For _" _< 10 minutes, a one-fifth power law is appli-
cable (see Equation (2-12)). The computer program adjusts _/k(T} for source
emission times less than 10 minutes, but has no provision for adjusting erA(T } for
source emission times exceeding 10 minutes. Thus, when source emission times
exceed 10 minutes, the following substitute value of _- must be used in the program:
where
r _-3/2 )5/2T (input value) = ( o / ( T (4-52)
T = reference time period (between 10 and 60 minutes) overo
which erA(tO} is measured
r = source emission time __ 10 minutes for cold spills and leaks
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Appropriate values of aA(rO} and
obtained from the expression
aA(rO, H} =
aE at the source height H can be
; H->z R
aAR{rOK} ; H < z R
(4-53)
! iaER ; H -> z R
{n} = (4-54)
(rER ; H < z R I
where the power-law exponents m and q are defined in the text following Equations
(4-5) and (4-17), respectively. These values must then be substituted for the inputs
ordinarily used by the program from the following expressions
aAR{roK} (input value) = aATK{TOK } (input value) = aA{rO, H} (4-55)
(TER (input value) = aET K (input value) = (rE(H } (4-56)
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SECTION5
DESCRIPTIONOF THE NASA/MSFC MULTILAYER DIFFUSION
MODEL COMPUTERPROGRAM
The NASA/MSFCMultilayer Diffusion Model Program combines the
dosage, concentration and deposition models of Section 4 into a generalized com-
puter program. This section describes the organization of the computer program.
5.1 ORGANIZATIONOF THE COMPUTERPROGRAM
Thecomputer program for the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Model is written
ia FORTRANV and is designedfor execution on a UNIVAC 1108 computer. The
program consists of sixteen subroutines, including the main program andrequires
2942110words of core storage on the UNIVAC 1108including systems and Fortran
library programs.
Figure 5-1 shows in block diagram form the six diffusion models and the
five major logic sections of the computer program. Logic section 1 provides for
calculations of dosage, concentration, time meanalongwind concentration, time of
passage, andaverage alongwindconcentration patterns. Calculations are performed
at selected points on a three-dimensional reference grid system where the horizon-
tal plane is ia polar coordinates and the vertical axis is provided by the atmospheric
layer structure. The polar grid system in the horizontal plane fixes north at 0
degrees andeast at 90degrees with a maximum of 10,000 grid points. The vertical
axis is limited to 20 layers and 100possible calculation heights between the bottom
and the top of the layer structure. As shown in Figure 5-1, logic section 1 uses
Models 1 through 5 to calculate layer concentration and dosagepatterns, with the
option to include dosageandconcentration with depletion due to precipitation




1. SOURCEEXTENDSVERTICALLY THROUGHENTIRE DEPTH OF
LAYER AND TURBULENT MIXINGIS OCCURRING
2. SOURCEEXTENDSVERTICALLY THROUGHENTIRE DEPTH OF
LAYER AND TURBULENT MIXINGIS NOTOCCURRING
3. SOURCEDOESNOT EXTENDVERTICALLY THROUGHENTIRE
DEPTH OF LAYER
4. FULL TRANSITIONMODEL FORSTEP-CHANGEIN LAYER
STRUCTURE
5. DEPOSITIONDUE TO PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING
6. DEPOSITIONDUETO GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING
LOGIC SECTION 1
CALCULATES DOSAGE AND CONCEN-
TRATION PATTERNS AND SURFACE
DEPOSITION DUE TO PRECIPITATION




















OF DOSAGE AND CONCEN-
TRATION IN THE y-z PLANE:
MODELS I, 2, 3
CALCULATES ISOPLETHS OF DOSAGE
AND CONCENTRATION IN THE x-y
PLANE: MODELS 1, 2, 3
Block diagram of the computer program for the NASA/MSFC
Multilayer Diffusion Model.
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Logic sections 2 through 4 of the computer program provide for special
calculations relative to the cloud alongwind axis in each layer. Section 2 produces
maximum centerline concentration and centerline dosage on the alongwind cloud
axis. Section 3 produces dosage and concentration isopleths in the horizontal plane
about the alongwind cloud axis. Section 4 produces dosage and concentration iso-
pleths in the vertical plane at selected distances, about the alongwind cloud axis.
Sections 2 through 4 are applicable only to Models 1, 2 and 3 and provide the option
of calculations with depletion due to precipitation scavenging or simple time-
dependent decay.
Logic section 5 of the computer program calculates gravitational surface
deposition patterns using Model 6. This section of the program uses the same grid
system as explained for section 1. Provision is made in this section for an optional
vehicle destruct in the uppermost layer.
A detailed explanation of the computer program is given in Appendix B and
a complete listing of the program is given in Appendix C. Sample problems are
described in detail in Section 6 with example program input data sheets shown in
Appendix B and computer program output shown in Appendix D.
Assembly time for the computer program is approximately 26 seconds and




Example calculations have been made for both normal and abnormal
launches of a rocket vehicle to illustratethe use of the computer program des-
cribed in Section 5 in the estimation of downwind hazards. For this purpose, it
has been assumed that the vehicle is a Titan IllC and the launch and launch abort
occur at Kennedy Space Center. Fuel properties and vehicle rise data for the
Titan IllC vehicle are described in Section 6.1 and the calculations for normal
and abnormal launches are given in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.
6.1 FUEL PROPERTIES AND VEHICLE RISE DATA
p,
Characteristic fuel properties used in the example calculations are given
in Table 6-1. The fuel expenditure rate given in the table for a normal launch is
an average rate for the first 40 seconds following ignition. The expenditure rate
for an abnormal launch is based on the premise that the Titan III C vehicle is
restrained on the pad because one solid-fueled engine of the Titan III C failed to
ignite. In this case, one engine burns for a period of 112 seconds. The fuel heat
content shown in the table for the solid-fueled engines does not include heat that
may be generated by a recombination of chemical radicals as the exhaust cloud
cools to ambient air temperature or the heat due to the release of kinetic energy.
We have used this heat content because the cloud-rise values calculated using it
are in good agreement with the limited measurements of cloud rise which are
available.
The altitude-time curve of the Titan III C is also required to calculate the
rise of the ground cloud of exhaust products during a normal launch. A logarithmic




FUEL PROPERTIESOF THE TITAN III C ZERO-STAGE ENGINES
Fuel Expenditure Rate (g see -1)
Normal Launch
Abnormal Launch (On-Pad Abort)
Fuel Heat Content (eal g-l)
Normal and Abnormal Launch










tR -- 0.63463 z
tR = time after ignition in seconds
z = altitude above the pad in meters
(6-1)




The HC1 concentration and dosage downwind from a normal launch of a
Titan III C vehicle have been calculated to illustrate the use of Models 1, 3 and 4
described in Section 4. Washout deposition of HC1 on the surface has been calculated
using Model 5 and the gravitational deposition of A1203 has been calculated using
Model 6.
6.2.1 Concentration and Dosage
Meteorological Inputs
Ground-level concentrations and dosages were calculated for
the launch of a Titan vehicle during an afternoon sea-breeze regime, a meteoro-
logical regime typical of all seasons at Kennedy Space Center. Meteorological
profiles of temperature, wind speed and wind direction obtained from rawinsonde
data and from the NASA 150-Meter Ground Wind Tower at KSC are shown in Figure
6-2. Inspection of the vertical profile of temperature shows that the surface mixing
layer extends to a height of 800 meters. The wind speed in the mixing layer increases
from 6 meters per second at the surface to about 11 meters per second at the top of
the layer. The wind direction veers from 150 degrees at the surface to 180 degrees
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at the top of the layer, then veers more rapidly to the southwest in the capping-
inversion above the mixing layer. The temperature, wind speed and wind direction
data are inputs used directly in either the calculation of cloud rise or the concen-
tration and dosage models. The turbulence parameters, the standard deviations of
the wind azimuth a' and elevation a' angle fluctuations, can be obtained fromA E
direct measurements or, in the absence of direct measurements, deduced from
the profile measurements such as those presented in Figure 6-2. The procedures
used in these example problems to obtain the turbulence parameters are described
in Appendix E. Meteorological inputs used in this sample calculation of concentra-
tion and dosage and in the cloud rise calculation are given in Table E-1 of Appendix
E.
Source Inputs
It follows from the discussion of cloud-rise formulas in
Section 3 and the diffusion models in Section 4 that source inputs required for the
diffusion model calculations include the stabilization height of the exhaust cloud
and initial cloud dimensions, as well as the vertical distribution of exhaust products
in the stabilized cloud.
Equation (3-3) was used in the cloud-rise calculation for the
normal launch of a Titan III C vehicle because of the stable temperature profile
shown in Figure 6-2 and because experience has shown that the nearly-instantaneous
cloud-rise formulas are appropriate for use with vehicles with relatively short
residence times in the vicinity of the surface. Limited experience has also shown
that the entrainment parameter 7i for Titan III C vehicles is about 0.64. The
effective heat available for buoyant cloud rise was calculated from the expression









= rate of heat released by burning fuel
= H-W
= heat content of fuel (Table 6-1)
= fuel expenditure rate (Table 6-1)
rate heat is used to heat and vaporize deluge water used in
cooling the launch complex
time required for the rocket to reach the cloud stabilization
height
In the cloud-rise calculations for this example, Q' was assigned a value of 1.25 x
109 calories per second, p was equal to 1236.2 grams per cubic meter, and c
P
was set equal to 0.24 calories per gram per degree Celsius. The vertical gradient
of potential temperature was calculated from the expression
A@







= potential temperature at the cloud stabilization height
ambient air temperature in degrees Kelvin at the cloud
stabilization height Zmi
atmospheric pressure in millibars at the cloud stabilization
height Zmi




= ambient air temperature in degrees Kelvin at the
reference height zR in the surface mixing layer
= atmospheric pressure in millibars at the reference
height zR in the surface mixing layer
As noted in Section 3, the interdependence between the calculated stabilization
height, the potential temperature gradient, and the value of tRlZml f requires that
the stabilization height be obtained through iteration of Equation (3-3). In this
example, the calculated stabilization height was found equal to 832 meters with
stabilization occurring at about 461 seconds.
Models 3 and 4 were used to calculate the concentration and
dosage fields in the surface mixing layer. The calculated concentration and dosage
fields near the source are dependent upon which model and source input procedures
are selected.
The procedure for calculating the source dimension for applica-
tion of Model 4 in the surface mixing layer assumes that the cloud radius at any
height z is given by the expression
rR + _/z ; z -< Zmi )
r(z} = \ I (6-4)trR+ 5'(2Zml- z) _> 200 meters ; z _ Zmi
In the example calculation, the radius of the cloud at ground level r R was set
equal to zero. For z _ Zmi, the minimum radius of the exhaust plume at stabiliza-
tion was set equal to 200 meters. These cloud dimensions as a function of height
are shown in Figure 6-3.
As indicated by Figure 6-3, the atmosphere was divided into 11
layers for Model 4 calculation--eight layers in the surface mixing layer z < H
m
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Dimensions of the stabilized cloud of exhaust products for use with
Model 4 calculated for the sea-breeze meteorological regime at
Kennedy Space Center. Height of cloud centroid is 832 meters and
the surface mixing layer depth is 800 meters.
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symmetrical about a vertical axis through the cloud centroid. The alongwind and
crosswind source dimensions in each layer were calculated under the.following
assumptions:
The distribution of exhaust products within the cloud
is Gaussian in the plane of the horizon
The concentration of exhaust products at a lateral distance
of One radius from the cloud vertical axis is 10 percent of
the concentration at the vertical axis
Thus, the alongwind and crosswind dimensions are defined in each layer by




Z ! = midpoint of the K th layer
: (,.B,_+,._)/2
The corresponding vertical source dimension for each layer was calculated from
the expression
°zo{K}: (%rK-zBK)/_ (6-6)
Equation (6-6) assumes that the vertical distribution of material in the K th layer is
rectangular.
The distribution of material by weight for the case in which Model
4 was used was determined from the expression for the fraction of material in each






i Q P{ZTK } ; K = 1 i
fraction of the pollutant in the K th layer
total weight of exhaust products in the stabilized ground
cloud
(QR) (tR(zm[})(FM)
fuel expenditure rate from Table 6-1






- _¢_0" exp - 2 o" dz
= 4,1ZTK, -a zmI f
= r{z = Zmi}/2.15
(6-9)
P(ZBK}
1 BK 1 z - Zmi




1 exp -_ ) d_
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Inspection of Equations (6-9) and (6-10) shows that a Gaussian vertical distribution
of material is assumed about the height Zmi. Model 4 requires that source
strength in each of the K layers be specified per unit height. Since the desired
units for concentration are parts per million of HC1 and for dosage are parts per
million-seconds, the complete expression for the source strength model input for
the K th layer is
QK (ZTK- ZBK)] mg) ( ) )273.16 \P{ZR)
(6-11)
where M is the molecular weight of the pollutant.
The source model inputs for the Model 4 concentration and
dosage calculations are given in Table E-1 of Appendix E.
Model 3, as noted earlier, was also used to calculate concentra-
tion and dosage in the surface mixing layer. The procedures for calculating the
source dimensions and vertical distribution of material are much simplified when
Model 3 is employed in predicting the dosage and concentration fields in the surface
mixing layer. In this case, the alongwind, crosswind and vertical source dimen-
sions are gi, ren by the expressions
axo{K } : ayo{K } : r{Zmi}/2.1 (6-12)
H - + r{Zml }m Zml
4.3 ; Hm -< ZmI+ r{ZmI}
r{ZmI}
2.15 ; Hm > ZmI+r{ZmI}
(6-13)
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where the surface mixing layer is considered as a single layer (K = 1). To use
Model 3 in the general case, an effective source height Heft in the surface mixing
layer is defined by
i H m + Zmi - r(ZmI } i
; H < + r{Zmi }m - ZmI
Heft \
Zmi ; H > + r{Zmi}
m ZmI "
(6-14)
where H is the depth of the surface mixing layer.
m
logical regime, Heft is approximately 550 meters.
configuration for this case.
For the sea-breeze meteoro-
Figure 6-4 shows the source
Since Model 3 requires that sotlrce strength in the layer be
expressed as the total amount of material, the source strength in the mixing layer




FK{K=I } - VT Q
= volume of the cloud in the surface mixing layer
I 2 I7r (+r{Zmi}_Zmi) (2r{Zmi} _Hm+Zmi) ;H -<z +r{Zmi _Hm m mI4 3r z ,
_r _ mI) ; Hm>Zmi+r{Zmi}
)3VT - 3 (r(ZmI)
(6-15)
and Q is defined by Equation (6-8). Because the desired units are parts per million
for concentration and parts per million-seconds for dosage, the source strength for
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Dimensions of the stabilized cloud of exhaust products for use with
Model 3 calculated for the sea-breeze meteorological regime at
Kennedy Space Center. The effective height of the cloud in the
surface layer is 550 meters.
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(6-16)
The source and meteorological inputs for Model 3 calculations, derived by the
procedures outlined above, are given in Table E-2 of Appendix E.
Results of the Calculations
The results of the concentration and dosage calculations for the
normal launch of a Titan III C vehicle during a sea-breeze regime at Kennedy Space
Center are presented in Figures 6-5 through 6-11.
Figure 6-5 shows maximum centerline concentrations downwind
from the point of cloud stabilization. In the figure, the results obtained by apply-
ing Model 4 in the surface mixing layer are given by the solid curve and those
obtained by applying Model 3 are shown by the dashed curve. Inspection of the
curves shown in Figure 6-5 indicates that the initial source configuration assumed
in the mixing layer affects the concentrations in only the first few kilometers down-
wind from the source. It is important to recognize that the detailed knowledge of
the vertical distribution of material in the stabilized ground cloud required to
accurately apply the multilayer techniques of Model 4 is not available from
measurements. Until accurate measurements are made, model calculations of
concentration and dosage at distances close to the source are subject to uncertainty.
The agreement in the two procedures at distances beyond several kilometers from
the source occurs because, at these distances, the cloud is becoming uniformly
mixed in the surface layer. A partial computer output listing for this example is
given in Section D. 1 of Appendix D.
Figure 6-6 shows the average alongwind concentration calculated
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FIGURE 6-5. Maximum ceaterline concentrations at ground level downwind from the
point of cloud stabilization for a normal launch during a sea-breeze
meteorological regime at Kennedy Space Center. The duhed profile
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Average alongwind concentration at ground level downwind from the
point of cloud stabilization for a normal launch during a sea-breeze
meteorological regime at Kennedy Space Center. The dashed profile
was calculated using Mode] 3 and the solid profile was calculated
using Model 4.
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shows the time mean alongwind concentration for both Models. An averaging time
of 10 minutes was used for the time mean concentrations shown in Figure 6-7. In
both figures, the concentrations calculated from Models 3 and 4 are equivalent
beyond about 7 kilometers downwind from the point of cloud stabilization.
The centerline concentrations, average alongwind concentrations,
and time-mean alongwind concentrations at ground level calculated using Model 4
are shown for comparison in Figure 6-8. Inspection of Figure 6-8 shows that, as
expected, the 10-minute time-mean concentration is less than the average concen-
tration until the cloud passage time exceeds 10 minutes, which in this case occurs
nearly 40 kilometers from the source. A partial computer output listing for this
example problem is given in Section D. 2 of Appendix D.
Figure 6-9 shows the ground-level maximum concentration field
calculated using Model 4 (Equation (4-29)). As expected from inspection of Figure
6-5, the concentration isopleths in Figure 6-9 indicate that HC1 concentrations
downwind from the source exceed 1 part per million to a distance of about 12
kilometers from the point of cloud stabilization. A partial computer output listing
for this example problem is given in Section D. 3 of Appendix D.
The computer program was also used to calculate HC1 concen-
trations in the inversion layer above the surface mixing layer. Figure 6-10 shows
the results of the calculations using Model 1 at a height of 1300 meters above the
surface. In the inversion layer, the 10-minute time-mean concentration exceeds
the average alongwind cloud concentration at about 10 kilometers from the source,
indicating that cloud passage time beyond 12 kilometers from the source exceeds
10 minutes. InspeCtion of Figure 6-10 shows that the maximum centerline HCI con-
centration at 1300 meters above the surface falls to levels below 1 part per million
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Ten-minute time mean alongwind concentration at ground level downwind
from the point of cloud stabilization for a normal launch during a sea-
breeze meteorological regime at Kennedy Space Center. The dashed
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FIGURE 6-8. Maximum centerline, average alongwind, and ten-minute time mean
alongwind concentrations at gTound level for a normal launch during
a sea-breeze meteorological regime at KSC. All profiles were








Maximum centerllne, average alongwind, and ten-minute time mean
alongwind concentrations at a height of 1300 meters for a normal
launch during a sea-breeze meteorological regime at KSC. All










Finally, Figure 6-11 shows the centerline ground-level dosage
calculated using Models 3 (Equation (4-15)) and 4 (Equation (4-18)).
f
6.2.2 Deposition by Precipitation Scavenging and Concentration
With Cloud Depletion by Scavenging
Meteorological Inputs
The ground-level deposition pattern resulting from precipitation
scavenging and the concentration downwind from the launch of a Titan III C vehicle
during the time of a cold-front passage at Kennedy Space Center were calculated to
illustrate the use of Equation (4-34). Meteorological profiles of temperature, wind
speed, and wind direction obtained during the cold-front passage are shown in
Figure 6-12. The temperature profile in Figure 6-12 indicates a vertical lapse
rate of temperature which results in a positive potential temperature gradient.
Wind speed increases throughout the lowest 2 kilometers of the atmosphere and
wind direction veers at a nearly constant rate.
The removal of aerosols and gases from the atmosphere by
scavenging has long been understood in a qualitative sense, but quantitative know-
ledge is still limited. The value of A, the washout coefficient appearing in Equation
{4-34), is dependent on factors such as the rainfall rate, the drop-size distribution
of the rain, and the physical and chemical nature of the aerosol or gas being
removed.
The washout coefficient for particles of diameter p is given by
A = /N{a} U{a} E{a,p} A{a} da
0
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Centerline dosage at ground level downwind from the point of cloud
stabilization for a normal launch during a sea-breeze meteorological
regime at KSC. The dashed profile was calculated using Model 3 and
the solid profile was calculated using Model 4.
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= number of drops with diameters in the range from a to
a+da
= fall velocity of droplets with diameter a
= the collection efficiency of drops with diameter a for
particles of diameter p
= 7r/4 a 2, the areal cross-section of the drop
= the flux of drops with diameters in the range from a to
a+da
The collection efficiency E is the quantity which is the most difficult to specify.
It is usually calculated from inertial capture theory, leading to the result that
collection is proportional to the ratio of the target diameter to the drop diameter.
Unfortunately, this theory leads to the erroneous conclusion that the collection
efficiency is near zero for gases. In reality, factors such as electrical attraction
and solubility lead to high collection efficiencies for some gases, and particles of
one micron diameter have been experimentally observed to have washout coefficients
an order of magnitude larger than predicted by inertial capture theory (Dana, 1970).
Equation (6-17) may be rewritten in the form
[:/ ]A = E F{a} a 2da = _._ (6-18)
0
where E is the mean collection efficiency for the given raindrop size spectrum and
the specific aerosol or gas. In field tests, Dana (1970) found the ratio of o_ to the
rainfall rate R to be nearly constant. Dana determined the average value of _/_t to
be 1.6 (mm-1), with observed values ranging from 1.4 to 1.8. Thus, the most diffi-
cult problem in determining washout rates is to specify the mean collection efficiency
for a given aerosol or gas and raindrop size spectrum. These mean collection
efficiencies will probably have to be determined empirically for gases and submicron
particulates.
8O
Experimental studies of washout coefficients for gases have
largely been confined to major atmospheric pollutants such as SO 2, and there are
little or no data regarding HC1 washout. However, because of the well-known
affinity of HC1 for water, a mean collection efficiency of unity would seem to be
reasonable. Washout coefficients for HC1 may then be estimated on the basis of
rainfall rates using Dana's average oJR value of 1.6. For example, a typical
rainfall rate for Florida summer showers is 15 millimeters per hour (Miller and
Eden, 1972), leading to a washout coefficient A of 6.667 x 10 -3 -1sec for HC1.
This value of A was used in the example calculations. The remaining meteoro-
logical input parameters used in the calculations are given in Table E-3 of
Appendix E°
Source Inputs
The same procedures used in deriving the source inputs for
Model 4 calculations for the sea-breeze regime were used to calculate the inputs
for the precipitation scavenging example. In this case, the height Zmi, also
calculated using Equation (3-3), was found to be about 675 meters and the time of
cloud stabilization was equal to about 317 seconds. The cloud dimensions for this
calculation are shown in Figure 6-13. The source strength for the calculation of
deposition by scavenging was expressed in units of milligrams per meter of height
in the layer to yield deposition in units of milligrams per square meter. That is,
source strength in the K th layer was obtained from the expression
F{K}
(6-19)
where F{K} is defined by Equation (6-7). For the calculation of concentration with
cloud depletion, Equation (6-11) was used to define QK so that concentration units
would be parts per million HC1. The source input parameters for this example are
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FIGURE 6-13. Dimensions of the stabilized ground cloud of exhaust products
from a normal launch calculated for the prediction of ground-
level deposition due to precipitation scavenging and gravitational
deposition during the passage of a cold front at KSC.
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Results of the Calculations
The results of the calculation of ground-level deposition of HC1
due to precipitation scavenging are shown in Figure 6-14. Figure 6-15 shows the
corresponding ground-level concentrations with precipitation occurring.
As indicated by Figure 6-14, deposition due to scavenging was
calculated for precipitation beginning at times t 1 ranging from 394 to 6297 seconds
after cloud stabilization, corresponding to cloud travel distances of 5 to 80 kilo-
meters downwind from the source. The solid line connecting the peaks of the
deposition curves represents the maximum deposition of HC1 due to precipitation
scavenging that would be expected to occur downwind from the launch site under
the specified meteorological conditions.
Figure 6-15 shows the air concentration at ground level with
precipitation beginning at the same times t 1 used to obtain the deposition curves
in Figure 6-14. Inspection of the concentration profiles shows that the rather high




The ground-level deposition pattern resulting from the gravita-
tional deposition of A1203 downwind from the launch of a Titan III C vehicle during
the time of a cold-front passage at KSC was calculated to illustrate the use of
Equation (4-36). The meteorological profiles for this example are the same as
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FIGURE 6-14. Maximum ground-level deposition of HC1 due to precipitation
scavenging downwind from the point of cloud stabilization for
a normal launch during the passage of a cold front at KSC and
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Maximum centerline concentration of HCI at ground level downwind
from the point of cloud stabilization for a normal launch during the
passage of a cold front at KSC. Profiles show the reduction in air
concentration of IiCI due to precipitation scavenging for precipitation
beginning at times t 1.
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Source Inputs
The initial vertical distribution of material in the stabilized
ground cloud and the initial cloud dimensions for this example problem are the
same as those for the precipitation scavenging example in Section 6.2.2. In this
case, the source strength must be expressed in units of milligrams per meter of
height in the layer to yield deposition units of milligrams per square meter.
The terminal fall velocity V and fraction of material f. having
S 1
fall velocities V must be specified for use of Equation (4-36). The size distribu-
s
tion of A1203 particles in the exhaust of solid rocket motors was not known, so the
logarithmic distribution shown in Figure 6-16 was assumed to represent the distri-
bution. As indicated by Figure 6-16, 98 percent of the mass of A1203 is assumed
to have particle diameters less than 150 micrometers, and the mean mass diameter
of the distribution is about 12.3 micrometers. The ten class frequency intervals
and the geometric mean particle diameters in each interval are indicated in the
figure. Terminal fall velocities for these mean diameters were calculated using
procedures outlined by McDonald (1960) for spherical particles. The fall velocities
V and fraction of material in each frequency interval f. are given in Table 6-2.
S 1
The meteorological and source model inputs for this example are given in Table E-4
of Appendix E.
Results of the Calculations
The results of the calculations of gravitational deposition are
shown in Figure 6-17, which shows isopleths of A1203 deposition in units of milli-
grams per square meter. The fan-shaped deposition pattern is caused by the wind
direction shear between the surface and 2000 meters which acts to spread the
particles as they fall.
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Cumulative mass distribution versus particle diameters used in the
calculation of gravitational deposition downwind from a normal
launch. Vertical lines indicate the class frequency intervals used
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Only one type of abnormal launch was considered in the example problems
of this report. Concentration and dosage were calculated, using both Models 3 and
4, for an on-pad abort in which one solid engine of a Titan HI C zero stage fails to
ignite and the other engine burns over a normal firing period of 112 seconds' The
vehicle was assumed to be restrained on the pad with the other stages of the Vehicle
unaffected by the abort and not contributing to the combustion products or heat
released to the atmosphere during the abort.
Meteorological Inputs
The meteorological inputs for the on-pad abort example were selected from
rawinsonde and tower data taken about one day after a cold front passage at KSC.
The vertical profiles of temperature, wind speed and wind direction for this
meteorological regime axe shown in Figure 6-18. As indicated by inspection of the
temperature profile, the mixing layer extends to about 1400 meters above the sur-
face. The wind speed increases from 6 meters per second near the surface to 11
meters per second at 800 meters above the surface, then remains nearly constant
to a height of 1400 meters. The wind speed decreases in the inversion above the
surface mixing layer. The wind direction backs with height from about 80 degrees
at the surface to 55 degrees at the base of the inversion. The meteorological para,
meters selected from these profiles and used in the concentration and dosage cal-
culations, as well as the cloud rise calculation, are given in Table E-5 of Appendix
E for application of Model 4 and in Table E-6 for application of Model 3.
Source Inputs
Equation (3-6) was used in the calculation of the cloud rise from this
assumed on-pad abort situation because of the longer time required for the complete
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rise from on-pad aborts of this type. A value of the entrainment parameter T
C
equal 0.5 was selected for use in Equation (3-6) because experience has shown
this value to be appropriate for longer vehicle emission times in the vicinity of
the surface. The effective heat rate available for buoyant cloud rise was calculated
from the expression
Qc = (w • H) - Q' (6-20)
where W is the fuel expenditure rate for the abnormal launch and H is the heat
content (see Table 6-1). In this cash, Qv, the heat loss due to the heating and
vaporization of the deluge water, was set equal to 4.63 x 108 calories per second.
In the plume rise calculation p was equal to 1197.1 grams per cubic meter, c
P
was set equal to 0.24 calories per gram per degree Celsius, and fi was assumed
equal to 9.3 meters per second. The initial cloud radius at the surface r R was
set equal to zero. The iteration of Equation (3-6) using these values and the poten-
tial temperature gradient yielded an effective cloud rise z of 1132 meters with
mc
stabilization occurring at about 450 seconds. The total weight of pollutant in the
cloud formed by the abnormal launch was calculated from the expression
Q = (W) (FM) (112 seconds) (6-21)
where W is the fuel expenditure rate for an abnormal launch and FM is the per-
centage by weight of pollutant material in the fuel. The fraction of pollutant material
in the K th layer F(K} is then obtained using Equation (6-7) above.
As noted above, both Model 3 and Model 4 were used in this example cal-
culation. Dimensions of the stabilized cloud for applications of Model 4 in the
surface mixing layer, calculated according to the procedures outlined in Section
6.2.1, are illustrated in Figure 6-19. The effective source height calculated from
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Dimensions of the stabilized cloud of exhaust products for use with
Model 4 calculated for the post-cold front meteorological regime
at KSC and the on-pad abort of a Titan III C vehicle. Height of the
cloud centroid is 1132 meters and the surface mixing layer depth
is 1400 meters.
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stabilized cloud dimensions for use in Model 3, calculated from Equations (6-12)
and (6-13), are shown in Figure 6-20. The source model inputs, including the
vertical distribution of material calculated according to the procedures outlined in
Section 6.2.1, are given in Table E-5 of Appendix E for Model 4 and in Table E-6
for application of Model 3.
Results of the Calculations
Results of the concentration and dosage calculations for the on-pad abort
of a Titan III C vehicle during a post-cold front meteorological regime at KSC are
presented in Figures 6-21 and 6-22. In both figures, the results obtained by apply-
ing Model 3 are given by the dashed curve and those obtained by applying Model 4
by the solid curves. Figure 6-21 shows maximum centerline concentrations )_ at
c
ground level, calculated using both models, at distances beyond 10 kilometers
downwind from the point of cloud stabilization. At these distances, there is essen-
tially no difference in the results obtained by using either Model 3 or Model 4.
Average alongwind centerline concentration and 10-minute time mean eenterline
concentrations calculated using Model 4 are also shown in Figure 6-21. Dosages
downwind from the on-pad abort calculated using Models 3 and 4 are shown in
Figure 6-22.
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FIGURE 6-20. Dimensions of the stabilized cloud of exhaust products for use
with Model 3 calculated for the post-cold front meteorological
regime at Kennedy Space Center and the on-pad abort of a
Titan III C vehicle. The effective height of the cloud in the
surface layer is 983 meters.
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FIGURE 6-21. Maximum centerline, average aIongwind and ten-minute time mean
alongwtnd concentrations at ground level for an on-pad abort during
a post-cold front meteorological regime at KSC. The dashed profile
for maximum centerline concentration was calculated using Model 3



























FIGURE 6-22. Maximum centerllne dosage at ground level downwind from the point of
cloud stabilization for an on-pad abort during a post-cold front meteoro-
logical regime at KSC. The dashed profile was calculated using Model 3
and the solid profile was calculated using Model 4.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONOF MAXIMUM CLOUDRISE FORMULASFOR
INSTANTANEOUSANDCONTINUOUSSOURCES
Derivations are presentedbelowof the formulas given in Section 3 for the
maximum buoyant cloud rise from instantaneous and continuous sources. These
derivations are based principally on material contained in a preprint of a paper by
G. A. Briggs (1970) presented at the Second International Clean Air Congress.
A. 1 INSTANTANEOUS CLOUD RISE FORMULAS
The derivations of the cloud rise formulas for instantaneous sources
assume that the cloud has a horizontal component of motion nearly equal to the mean
wind speed fi and nearly the same density p as the ambient air. For a cloud of
3
radius r, the mass is then approximately 4/3 _ r p. The vertical momentum is
w(4/3 7r r 3 p), where w is the vertical velocity of the cloud center moving downwind
at a speed _ so that
w = _ dz/dx = dz/dt (A-l)
where x is the downwind distance from the point of release. The initial momentum
divided by 4/3 7r p is defined by
3






is the initial vertical velocity imparted to the cloud over an effective
Setting the time rate of change of vertical momentum equal to the
buoyancy, we obtain the expression







the buoyant acceleration of the cloud g(p - pc)/p
the acceleration due to gravity
the density of the cloud
the density of the ambient air
3
The initial value of b r is defined by the expression
3











specific heat of air at constant pressure (cal g-1 OK-1 )
ambient air temperature (°K)
A. 1.1 Instantaneous Cloud Rise Formula for an Adiabatic Atmosphere
For an adiabatic atmosphere (potential temperature constant
with height), the total buoyancy of the cloud is conserved and Equation (A-3)
becomes
3
d(w r3)/dt = fid(w r3)/dx = br = F I (A-5)O
Integration of Equation (A-5) with respect to x yields
3
wr = F Ix/fi + Fm (A-6)
where the constant F results from Equation (A-2) and the boundary condition
m
x = 0 at t = 0. Experimental evidence (Briggs, 1970) indicates a linear dependence
of r with height which may be generalized to the form
A-2






the entrainment coefficient for an instantaneous source
the reference cloud radius at the source when the initial
cloud dimension is large
the height above the source
Substitution of Equations (A-l) and (A-7) into Equation (A-6) gives
) FIxfi Tiz+rR 3dz = -dx +Fu mdX (A-8)
which may be integrated to give
fi___._( )4 = mFI 2 x + C
4y I TIZ+rR 2fi x + F m
(A-9)
The boundary condition that x = z = 0 at t = 0 defines C as fi rR/4TI.
(A-9) may then be solved for z to give the cloud rise as
1/4
F 2FI x2 4Fm _r_RR_4_ r__R_R
7. = __--3 + --3 x + \_I/J - _I




In general, the momentum term F is negligible in comparison
m
with the buoyancy term F I. The maximum buoyant rise of an instantaneous cloud
in an adiabatic atmosphere is then given by
/,1s, rR= + _ m (A-11)ZmI 3 \ 'Y I / "YI
T I
A-3
where x = fi t and tsi is the time in seconds required for the cloud to achieve
stabilization in an adiabatic atmosphere. Limited experimental evidence indicates
that tsi is a constant for each launch vehicle, ranging from about 180 to 380
seconds.
A. 1.2 Instantaneous Cloud Rise Formula for a Stable Atmosphere
If heat is conserved as the cloud rises adiabatically in a stable
environment, the _-ate at which each cloud element loses temperature relative to
the ambient air entrained into the cloud as it rises is given by the product of the
ambient potential temperature gradient and the rate of rise. The resulting decay
of buoyancy is given by the expression





T az T Az
vertical gradient of ambient potential temperature
(A-13)
Differentiating the central term of Equation (A-3) with respect to time, we obtain
_ d [fid(wr3)/dx]d 2 (w r 3)/dt 2 dt
and, since x=fit,
d [d(w r3)/dt]
d [ud(wr3)/dx]d2(w r3)/dt 2 = fi
= fi2 Id2(wr3)/dx2 ]
(A-14) *
A-4
Also, by differentiating the right-hand term of Equation (A-3) with respect to time,
d 2 (w r 3)/dt 2
we obtain
= d(b r3)/dt
= fi d(b r3)/dx
(A-15)
Thus, equating Equations (A-14) and (A-15), we obtain
fi2 d2(w r3)/dx 2 = fi d(b r3)/dx (A-16)
After substituting Equation (A-12) into Equation (A-16), the result is
_2d2(wr3)/dx 2 = _s(wr 3) (A-17)
If s is positive and approximately constant with height, the momentum can be
expressed as the harmonic function
3 (sl/2 x) (sl/2 x)wr -- Acos - + Bsin -_U U (A-18)
where A and B are constants to be determined. Thus,
1/2 1/2
d(w r3)/dx = ASu Sill (sl/2 U) + BSu_ COS(S 1/2 :X)u (A-19)
iP
and from Equation (A-3)




-2 cos s 1/2 Bs-- u - --2dx 2 u u
sin (S 1/2x ) (A-21)
A-5
and, from Equation (A-17),
S
d2(wr 3) = - __ (wr 3)
dx 2 u
(A-22)
From Equations (A-2), (A-21) and (A-22), at time t = 0 and distance x = 0, the
value of A is
r31) 3A= (w = W r = _
"t=0 o o m








- 1/2 - 1/2
S S
Equation (A-18) can then be rewritten in the form
w r = F cos = + sin -
m u 1/2 u
S
(A-23)
If we assume the cloud radius to be defined by Equation (A-7) and substitute this
relationship in Equation (A-23), the result is
( ... )3 (sl/2 x) FI (sl/2 x)w r R+5,Tz = F cos - + -- sin =m u 1/2 u
S
(A-24)
Substitutingw = _ dz/dx,
A-6
(A-25)
Integrating Equation (A-25), we obtain
fi(rR+ 7iz) 4 F _ F I
m (sl/2 x) (sl/2 x)




r 4Fm 4FI 'I 1/4 rRz | _ -_ sin.sI/2(= xfi) _ --3" cos(sl/2 x_fi)+C _m TI
LTI s YI s
(A-27)
Evaluating C' at t=0 gives
C ! __ 4F I ( rR )4
"/I s
(A-28)
Rewriting Equation (A-27) with C' given by Equation (A-28) and x = fi t gives
1/4
IT4Fm sin(sl/2t)* 4FI ((sl/2))(r@i)4 1 rRz = 3 1/2 T 1- cos t + - --






The maximum buoyant cloud rise in a stable atmosphere Zmi,
is negligible when compared with FI, occurs at t = n/s 1/2. The
Zmi
1/4




A. 2 CONTINUOUS CLOUD RISE FORMULAS
The derivations of the buoyant cloud rise formulas for continuous sources
also assume that the cloud density p is nearly the same as the density of the
ambient air and that the horizontal component of cloud motion is approximately equal
to the mean wind speed _. The buoyancy flux (divided by 7rp ) is given by the time
derivative of the vertical momentum flux (divided by u p)
2
d(wfir2)/dt = fid(wfir2)/dx = bfir (A-31)
The terms and form of Equation (A-31) are analogous to Equation (A-3), except that
we are now considering a flux of both buoyancy and momentum. The initial momen-
tum flux divided by r p is defined by
r2)t 2 2F = (w _ = w r (A-32)m =0 o o
where w is the initial vertical velocity imparted to the cloud over an effective
o 2
radius r . The initial value of the buoyancy flux (divided by 7rp) b fir is approxi-
O
mately defined by the expression
r2)t 2 g QcF = (bfi = bw r _ (A-33)
c =0 o o _rpC T
P
where Qc is the effective rate of heat release in calories per second, and the other
terms are defined in the same manner as those of Equation (A-4).
A. 2.1 Continuous Cloud Rise Formula for an Adiabatic Atmosphere
For an adiabatic atmosphere, the buoyancy flux is conserved,
and Equation (A-31) becomes
A-8
r2)/dt r 2) 2d(wfi = 5d(w_ /dx = bw r = F
O O C
(A-34)
Integration of Equation (A-34) with respect to x yields
_2 2
WU r -- F x + F w
c m o
(A-35)
where the constant F w is determined by Equation (A-32) and the boundary
m o
condition that x = 0 at t = 0. Substitution of Equations (A-l) and (A-7) into
Equation (A-35) gives
_3 2
u -c(V z+ r R)_ dz = F x dx + F w dc m o x (A-36)
where _/c is the entrainment coefficient for a continuous source. Equation (A-36)
may be integrated to find that
-3 F
u___ "cl_ z +rR 1,3 c 2
3_ c - 2 x + Fm w x +Co
(A-37)
Since x and z are zero at t = 0, the constant C is equal to (fi rR)3/3Tc .
(A-37) may then be solved for z to give the cloud rise
1/3
= 2 3 x + 2 _3 x + -- -
2_ fi u "Ye Tc
Equation
(A-38)
For buoyancy-dominated rise, the momentum term may be




mc 2 Tc fi Tc Tc
where x is the downwind distance in meters required for the cloud to reach
sc
stabilization. The value of x is dependent on vehicle type, atmospheric stability,
sc
and the wind speed. For large vehicles, x is 1 to 2 kilometers.
$c
A° 2.2 Continuous Cloud Rise Formula for a Stable Atmosphere
In analogy to Equation (A-12), the decay of the buoyancy flux
(divided by _rp) with time in a stable atmosphere is given by
2
d(bfir2)/dt = fid(bfir2)/dx = -wsfi r (A-40)
where the terms are defined in the same manner as those of Equation (A-12)°
Differentiating Equation (A-31) with respect to time, assuming x = fi t, and substi-
tuting Equation (A-40) leads to the expression
_ 2 d2(w _ r 2)
u = - s(w fi r 2)dx2 (A-41)
If the quantity s is approximately constant with height, Equation (A-41) indicates
that the vertical momentum flux (divided by vp) can be expressed by the harmonic
function
(wfir 2) = FmCOS( sl/2 x)-u + F1/2c sin(s 1/2 )_-uX
S
(A-42)
where the constants F and F are determined from Equations (A-32) and (A-33)
m c
and the boundary condition that x = 0 at t = 0.
A-IO
Substitution of Equations (A-l) and (A-7) into Equation (A-42) yields
F
2 u rR)2 (sl/2 x) c (sl/2 x)fi (T z + dz = FmCOS dx + 1/2 sin dx
S
(A-43)
where 7 is the entrainment coefficient for a continuous source. Integrating
c
Equation (A-43) and solving for z with the boundary condition that z = 0 when
x=t= 0gives






For buoyancy dominated rise, the buoyant cloud rise is given by
_1/3
( idJ rRF3 F'--C (sl/2 rR - S:L.,,:s t)) + _'3 (A-45)
o
The maximum rise of the continuous cloud in a stable atmosphere occurs at
t = _/s 1/2 and is given by
1/3
Z = 2 + - --





DIFF USIONMODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM
B. 1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model Program is constructed using
16 subroutines, including the main driver program. The program is written in the
FORTRAN V language and is designed for execution on a UNIVAC 1108 computer.
The program requires 2943610 words of executable core storage on the UNIVAC
1108 including necessary Fortran library and system programs. The multilayer
program uses 1670710 locations for program variable storage with the remainder
of storage used for machine instructions. The program consists of five main logic
sections which provide different types of calculations and program output. A block
diagram of these logic sections is given in Figure 5-1 in the main body of the report
and a diagram of the program linkage is given in Section B. 6. The subroutine link-
age of each logic section is shown in Section B. 7. Program assembly time is approxi-
mately 26 seconds and the average execution time is 0.01 seconds per calculation
grid point.
B. 1.1 Logic Section 1
O
Logic Section 1 calculates fields of dosage, concentration, time-
mean alongwind concentration, and average alongwind concentration on a three-
dimensional reference polar coordinate grid system. The orientation of the grid
fixes north at 0 degrees and east at 90 degrees. The veriical coordinates are pro-
vided by the layer structure with optional heights within the layers. Options in this
section include the calculation of dosage and concentration with cloud depletion by
precipitation scavenging, deposition on the ground due to precipitation scavenging
and simple time-dependent decay. Models 1 through 5 are used in Logic Section 1.
This section uses subroutines READER, WASHT, TESTR, BREAK, IS0, PEAK,
EL, LATER, VERT, SIGMA, C_RD, as well as the main driver program.
B-1
Subroutine READERreads andconverts all of the program input
data. All program input instructions reference logical tape 5 (card reader) andall
output instructions reference logical tape 6 (printer). Model equations included in
this subroutine are (4-2), (4-3), (4-5), (4-6), (4-17), (4-19), (4-20), (4-23), (4-24),
(4-27) and (4-28) given in Section 4 of the main body of this report.
Subroutine WASHT calculates ground-level patterns of deposition
due to precipitation scavenging using Model 5 (Equations (4-34) and (4-35)).
Subroutine TESTR defines the new layer structure for layer
step-change Model 4.
Subroutine BREAK is the main calculation routine for Logic
Section 1 and includes Models 1 through 5. Equations used in this subroutine
include the peak terms of {4-1), (4-7), (4-15), (4-18), (4-29) and part of the error
function of (4-18).
Subroutine IS_ evaluates the error function, Equation (4-18),
used in the calculations of Model 4.
Subroutine PEAK calculates the peak terms for dosage and
concentration in Models 1, 2 and 3 using Equations (4-1), (4-7) and (4-15).
Subroutine ACH has entry points EL and LATER. EL evaluates
the term L{XK) as given by Equation (4-9) and LATER evaluates the crosswind
terms in y used in Equations (4-1) and (4-15).
Subroutine VERT calculates the vertical and vertical reflection
terms for Model 3 as given by Equation (4-15).
Subroutine SIGMA calculates the various standard deviations for
the dosage and concentration distributions as given by Equations (4-4), (4-8), (4-13),
(4-14), (4-16) and (4-22).
B-2
Subroutine C0ORDperforms all coordinate transformations.
The layer models are written with reference to a cloud or plume coordinate system
where the x-axis is oriented along the meanwind direction from the source, the
y-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis in the crosswind direction, and the z-axis is
directed vertically. The subroutine relates the cloud coordinate system which is
relative to a source location to the fixed reference coordinate system.
B. 1.2 I_gic Section2
Logic Section2 calculates centerline dosageand maximum
eenterline concentration along the downwindcloud axis relative to the source loca-
tion for Models 1, 2 and 3. Options include the calculation of dosageand concentra-
tion in the presence of cloud depletion by precipitation scavengingor simple time
dependentdecay. This section uses subroutines CENTRL, EL, PEAK, VERT and
SIGMA, as well as the main driver program.
Subroutine CENTRL performs the main calculations andcontrols
all output. All other subroutines used in this section have the same function as
described above.
B. 1.3 Logic Section 3
Logic Section 3 calculates isopleths of dosage and/or concentra-
tion in the horizontal plane, about the cloud alongwind axis, using Models 1, 2 and
3. Options include the calculation of dosage and concentration isopleths with cloud
depletion by precipitation scavenging or simple time-dependent decay. This section
uses subroutines ISOXY, EL, PEAK, VERT, and SIGMA, as well as the main
driver program.
Subroutine ISOXY performs the main calculations for Logic
Section 3 and controls all output.
B-3
B. 1.4 Logic Section 4
Logic Section4 calculates isopleths of dosageand concentration
in the vertical plane about the along'windcloud axis at sclcctcd downwinddistances
for Models 1, 2 and/or 3. Options include calculations of dosageandconcentration
isopleths with cloud depletion by precipitation scavengingand simple time-dependent
decay. This section uses subroutines IS(_YZ, EL, PEAK, VERT, andSIGMA, as
well as the main driver program.
Subroutine ISOYZ performs the main calculations for Logic
Section 4 andcontrols all output. The functions of all other subroutines in this
section havebeendescribed above.
B. 1.5 Logic Section 5
Logic Section 5 of the program calculates deposition on the
ground due to gravitational settling using Model Equations (4-36) through (4-51).
This section uses subroutines DEP(_S, SGP, Cq_RD, as well as the main driver
program.
Subroutine DEPOS controls the logic for calculating the deposi-
tion and outputs all calculations.
Subroutine SGP consists of the entry points SGP, UBARS,
DEPS_ and BETAK, where SGP evaluates Equations (4-41), (4-42) and (4-46);
UBARS evaluates Equations (4-39) and (4-40); DEPSO evaluates Equations (4-37)
and (4-38); and BETAK evaluates Equations (4-43), (4-44) and (4-47).
B. 2 PROGRAM INPUT PARAMETERS
The data input parameters required for the computer program are listed in
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- Name of the Fortran NAMELIST list to which the
variables belong.
- Fortran symbolic notation defining the program input.
- Mathematical notation corresponding to the Fortran notation.
- Dimensional units of the input parameters.
- Numerical limits on input values.
- Default value should the parameter have a present value of 0.
- Maximum number of core locations for the input parameter.
- Logic section in which the variable is used.
B. 3 DATA INPUT METHOD
This program uses the Fortran NAME LIST method of inputting data. Input
data must be in a specific form in order to be read using a NAMELIST list. The
first character in each card to be read must be blank. The first card in each NAME-
LIST list contains the NAMELIST name preceded by the character $ (or & on the
IBM 360). The last card in each NAMELIST list contains SEND (&END on IBM 360)
to terminate the list. The form of the remaining data items in the list may be:
a. Variable Name ffi Constant - The variable name may be a sub-
scripted array name or a single variable name. Subscripts must be integer
constants. The constant may be integer, real or Hollerith (nil alphanumeric
characters) data.
b. Array Name = Set of Constants (separated by commas) - The
array name is not subscripted. The set of constants consists of constants of
the type integer or real. The number of constants must be less than or equal to
the array size. Successive occurrences of the same constant can be represented
in the form k _ constant.
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The sequence of the input data parameters within the list is not significant.
A more detailed explanation of the Fortran NAMELIST can be found in any Fortran
language manual. Section B. 8 shows two example input data coding sheets. All
program input parameters are set to zero prior to input of the first case. Para-
meters that are not used or have default values need not appear in the input deck.
When multiple cases are stacked, all parameters retain their values from the last
case and are changed only by input.
B. 4 EXPLANATION OF PROGRAM INPUTS
This section contains a complete description of all program input parameters.
B. 4.1 NAMELIST NAM1
DATE
- Run date consisting of up to 12 alphanumeric (Hollerith)
characters.
NP
- Number of cases of input information. The NAMELIST
NAM2 (followed by NAM3 if selected) is repeated NP times.
B. 4.2 NAME LIS T NAM2
TESTN(_ - Case titling information consisting of up to 72 alphanumeric
(Hollerith) characters.
ISKIP(1)
- This option controls the execution of Logic Section 5
for gravitational deposition, Model 6.







b. If this option is set to 1, gravitational deposition
(Model 6) is executed.
Co If this option is set to 2, gravitational deposition
(Model 6) is executed and assumes a destruct or
explosion occurs in the top layer.
This option controls the execution of Logic Section 1 where
dosage, concentration, time mean concentration, time of
passage, and average cloud concentration patterns are cal-
culated over a reference grid system using any one of or a
combination of Models 1 through 5.
a. If this option is set to 0, Logic Section 1 is not executed
unless ISKIP(7) is set to 1, 3 or 4.
b. If set greater than or equal to 1, Logic Section 1 with
all selected models is executed.
Co If it is desired to input the layer step change parameters
for Model 4 rather than automatically calculate them,
ISKIP(2) must be set to 3.
This option controls the execution of Logic Section 2 where
centerline dosage, maximum centerline concentration,
centerline time-mean concentration, time of passage and
centerline average cloud concentration are calculated down-
wind of the source along the cloud axis. This option is only
available for Models 1, 2 and/or 3. For maximum center-
line values from Model 4, see NYS below. See the explana-
tion of DXR below when using the ISKIP(3) option.




Do If set to 1, dosage and concentration are calculated at
all specified heights.
This option controls the execution of Logic Section 3 where
isopleths of dosage and concentration are calculated in the
horizontal plane about the downwind cloud axis. This option
is only available for Models 1, 2 and/or 3.
a. If this option is set to 0, Logic Section 3 is not executed.
b. If set to 1, only dosage isopleths at ground level are
calculated.
c. If set to 2, only dosage isopleths at the specified layer
boundaries are calculated.
d. If set to 3, only dosage isopleths at all specified cal-
culation heights are calculated.
e. If set to 4, only concentration isopleths at ground level
are calculated.
f. If set to 5, only concentration isopleths at the specified
layer boundaries are calculated.
g. If set to 6, only concentration isopleths at all specified
calculation heights are calculated.
h. If set to 7, 8 or 9, dosage and concentration isopleths
are calculated at ground level, specified layer boundaries
or all specified calculation heights, respectively. (See
the explanation of DXR below when using the ISKIP(4)
option. )
This option controls the execution of Logic Section 4 where




vertical plane about the downwind cloud axis. This option
is available only for Models 1, 2 and/or 3.
a. If this option is set to 0, Logic Section 4 is not executed.
b. If set to 1, only dosage isopleths are calculated.
e. If set to 2, only concentration isopleths are calculated
d. If set to 3, both dosage and concentration isopleths are
calculated.
(See the explanation of DXR and IFLAG below when
using the ISKIP(5) option. )
This option controls the model calculations of dosage and
concentration with simple decay.
a.
b.
If this option is set to 0, the decay term is not included.
If set to 1, the decay term is included in all model cal-
culations in Logic Sections 1 through 4.
This option controls the calculation of deposition on the
ground (Model 5) due to precipitation scavenging and dosage
and concentration with cloud depletion due to precipitation
scavenging.
a. If this option is set to 0, precipitation scavenging and
deposition are not calculated.
b. If set to 1, the maximum possible deposition on the
ground is calculated. (Logic Section 1 only. )
Co If set to 2, dosage and concentration with depletion due
to precipitation scavenging is calculated (Logic Sections
1 through 4).
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d. If set to 3, deposition due to precipitation scavenging
at ground level is calculated (Logic Section 1 only}.
e. If set to 4, both (c) and (d) above are calculated (Logic
Section 1 only).
The above ISKIP options cannot be combined in certain problem runs.
Allowable combinations of these options and possible models are shown in Table
B-2.
NXS Number of radial distances XX on the reference grid
system. If NXS is set to 0, the default value of 34 is used
for NXS and the XX array is automatically filled (used only
in Logic Sections 1 and 5).
NYS Number of angular coordinates YY on the reference grid
system. If NYS is set to 0, NYS is calculated and the YY
are determined from the mean layer wind directions. If
NYS is set to 1, the program will calculate only the cloud
centerline axis. The program will do this only if the source
is located at the origin and if Model 4 is selected t* (TAST)
must occur at less than 1.2 seconds. (Used only in Logic
Sections 1 and 5, and with the NYS = 1 option only in 1.)
NZS
- Total number of initial layer boundaries.
NDI Number of dosage values for which isopleths are to be cal-
culated in the horizontal and/or vertical planes. (Used only
in Logic Sections 3 and 4. )
NCI Number of concentration values for which isopleths are to be
calculated in the horizontal and/or vertical planes. (Used
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Number of radial distances input for all calculations in
Logic Sections 2, 3 and 4. (Default value is 34 and DXR
is automatically filled.)
Number of distinct new layers in the layer step (structure)
change for Model 4. All new layers are formed by com-
bining two or more of the initial layers into one new layer.
(Logic Section 1, Model 4 only. )
Number of heights at which calculations are to be performed
for Logic Sections I through 4. (Default value is NZS -1.)
Number of droplet or particle terminal fall velocities used
to calculate ground-level gravitational deposition from all
layers except the layer in which a destruct occurs. (Logic
Section 5, Model 6 only.)
Number of droplet or particle terminal fall velocities used
to calculate ground-level gravitational deposition from the
layer in which a vehicle destruct occurs. {Logic Section 5,
Model 6 only. )
Array of radial distances for the coordinates of the reference
grid system used in Logic Sections 1 and 5. (Default values
are given in Table B-1 of Appendix B and default values are
used only if NXS = 0. )
Array of angular distances for the coordinates of the reference
grid system used in Logic Sections 1 and 5. (Default values
are given in Table B-1 of Appendix B and default values are












Array of layer boundary heights.
Array of radial distances along the cloud axis used for
calculations in Logic Sections 2, 3 and 4.
Array of the radial distances to the source location in each
layer.
Array of the angular distances to the source location in each
layer measured clockwise from zero degrees north.
Source strength for each initial layer.
Mean wind speed at ZRK followed by the mean wind speed
at the top of each layer.
Standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle for reference
time _'oK at ZRK followed by the standard deviation of the
wind azimuth angle at the top of each layer.
Standard deviation of the wind elevation angle at ZRK
followed by the standard deviation of the wind elevation
angle at the top of each layer.
Standard deviation of the alongwind concentration distribution
of the source in the layer (along-wind source dimension).
Standard deviation of the crosswind concentration distribution
of the source in the layer at a downwind distance XLRY from
the true source (crosswind source dimension).
Standard deviation of the vertical concentration distribution













from the true source (vertical source dimension). (Default
value= Ix(K+1)- z(K)]/,, 1_.)
Lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer. (Default value
is 1.0.)
Vertical diffusion coefficient in the layer. (Default value
is 1.0.)
Reference height in the surface layer for meteorological
measurements. (Default value is 2.)
Time over which time-mean concentration and average
cloud concentration are calculated. (Logic Section 1 only;
also, default is 600.0. )
Mean wind direction at ZRK followed by the mean wind
direction at the top of each layer.
Time required for cloud stabilization in the layers (source
emission time).
Reference time for the standard deviations of the wind
azimuth angle SIGAK. (Default value is 600.0. )
Effective source height in each layer (Model 3 only).
Distance downwind from the virtual point source
over which rectilinear expansion in the lateral occurs.
(Default value is 100.0.)
Distance downwind from the virtual point source
over which rectilinear expansion in the vertical occurs.











Reference distance from the true source at which SIGY¢
is measured. (Default value is 0.0.)
Reference distance from the true source at which SIGZq_
is measured. (Default value is 0.0.}
Vertical calculation heights. This parameter can include
any heights within the initial layer structure. (Used in
Logic Sections 1 through 4. )
Model selection array identifying the model to use in each
initial layer. (Used in Logic Sections 1 through 4 with a
default value of 1. )
Coefficient of time-dependent decay. (Used in Logic
Sections 1 through 4.)
Maximum height through which precipitation scavenging
can occur. This parameter must be set to a value equal
to the upper boundary of the uppermost layer in which
precipitation occurs. (Used in Logic Sections 1 through 4.)
Time at which precipitation begins. (Used in Logic Sections
1 through 4.)
Precipitation scavenging (washout) coefficient. (Logic
Sections 1 through 4.)
Array used to indicate at which radial distances vertical
isopleths are to be calculated. (Logic Section 4.)











b. If the Ith value of IFLAG is set to 1, isopleths are
calculated at DXR(1).
Dosagevalues for which isopleth half-widths measured
from the cloud centerline are calculated. (Logic Sections
3 and4. )
Concentration valuesfor which isopleth half-widths measured
from the cloud centerline are calculated. {Logic Sections 3
and4. }
Time of layer structure change. (Logic Section 1 only)
Bottom layer of each distinct new layer formed by layer
structure change. New layers are formed by two or more
of the initial layers. (Logic Section 1 only.)
Top layer of each distinct new layer formed by layer
structure change. (Logic Section 1 only. )
Droplet or particle terminal fall velocity distribution used
in all layers except a layer in which a vehicle destruct
occurs. (Logic Section 5.)
Frequency of occurrence of each velocity category VS.
(Logic Section 5.)
Accuracy constant for the line source simulation used in
Model 6, Logic Section 5. A value of 0.45 ensures that the
calculated ground deposition is within 10 percent of the
deposition expected from a vertical line source. If set to
0.32, the calculated deposition is within 5 percent of that







Droplet or particle terminal fall velocity distribution used
in the layer in which a vehicle destruct occurs. The layer
must be the top layer. (Logic Section 5.)
Frequency of occurrence of each velocity category VB.
(Logic Section 5. )
Height at which a vehicle destruct occurs. (Logic Section 5. )
Residence time of vehicle in the layer. (Logic Section 5.)
Width of calculation sector. (Logic Sections 1 and 5 and
the default value is 180.0. )
B. 4.3 NAME LIS T NAM3
The layer step change parameters in this list are read only if
ISKIP(2) is set to 3 and NBK is greater than zero. These parameters are calculated
automatically otherwise. (All parameters are applicable to Logic Section 1 only. )
ALPHL Lateral diffusion coefficient in each new layer. (Default
value is 1. )
BETL Vertical diffusion coefficient in each new layer. (Default
value is 1. )
TAUL - Time required for cloud stabilization in the new layers.
TAU@L Reference time for the standard deviation of the wind
azimuth angle SIGAL in the new layers. (Default value is
600. O. )
B-24
ZRL Reference height in the surface layer for meteorological
measurements. This must be set only if the bottom new
layer includes the initial surface layer. (Default value is
2.0.)
UBARL Mean wind speed at the bottom and top boundaries of each
new layer. These values are input in ascending order of
new layers with the value at the top boundary preceded by
the bottom. If the bottom new layer contains the initial
surface layer, UBARL at ZRL should be input as the bottom
value of this layer.
SIGAL Standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle for reference
time _'oL at the bottom and top boundaries of each new
layer. If the bottom new layer contains the initial surface
layer, SIGAL at ZRL should be input as the bottom value of
this layer.
SIGEL Standard deviations of the wind elevation angle at the bottom
and top boundaries of each new layer. If the bottom new
layer contains the initial surface layer, SIGEL at ZRL should
be input as the bottom value of this layer.
THETAL Mean wind direction of the bottom and top boundaries of each
new layer. If the bottom new layer contains the initial sur-
face layer, THETAL at ZRL should be input as the bottom
value of this layer.
B. 5 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
The NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model has been designed for use on
a UNIVAC 1108 computer, but can be adapted to other computers with few modifications.
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Two statements in SubroutineREADER which assume six bytes per word
must be changedto conform to the computer used. They are marked as machine
dependentstatements. The program uses quote marks to identify a Hollerith field
in some format statements. The computer program uses the standard UNIVAC
1108Fortran library functions EXP, SQRT, SIN, Cq_S,ALq_G,AC(_Sand ABS.
The names of some of these functions are different on other processors (CDC, IBM,
etc. ) requiring program changes. Subroutines in which these functions are used
can be found by examining the External References table of each subroutine in the
program listing in Appendix C. Also, in some program areas, division by zero can
occur. Whenthis happens, the program assumes that the result in the arithmetic
register is zero andthe error is ignored.
B. 6 LINKAGE FOR SUBROUTINES IN COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR NASA/
MSFC MULTILAYER DIFFUSION MODEL
The physical linkage for the computer program subroutines is shown in
Figure B-1. Each connector represents a communication link between the
subroutines.
B. 7 LINKAGE FOR SUBROUTINES IN LOGIC SECTIONS 1 THROUGH 5
The linkage for subroutines used in Logic Sections 1 through 5 of the
computer program for the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model is shown in
Figure B-2. Each connector represents a communication link between the
subroutines.
B. 8 EXAMPLE INPUT DATA CODING SHEET
This section shows two example input data coding sheets. Example 1
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E L VERT PEAK SIGMA
FIGURE B-2. Diagram of linkage between subroutines used in Logic Sections of
computer program for the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion
Model.
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body of this report with a sea-breeze meteorological situation and under normal
launch conditions. The problem uses Model 4 to calculate dosage and concentration
on the alongwind cloud axis. Necessary parameters for which a default value option
was taken are not shown in Figure B-3. These parameters are NXS, XX, YY,
DELX, DELY, ALPHA, BETA, ZRK, TIMAV, TAUqtK, X:RY, X:RZ, XLRY, XLRZ,
IZMOD and TAST. An example output listing for this problem is given in Appendix
D, Example 1. Also, Example 3 ia Appendix D is a duplicate of the above problem
except dosage and concentration patterns in a 180-degree sector about the cloud
axis were calculated by omitting the parameter NYS from the input (NYS = 0).
Example 2 shown in Figure B-4 is also taken from Section 6.2.1 in the
main body of the report with a sea-breeze meteorological regime and for normal
launch conditions. This problem uses Model 3 to calculate maximum centerline
concentration and centerline dosage in Logic Section 2. A program output listing
for these data is given in Appendix D, Example 2. Necessary parameters for
which a default value option was taken are NDXR, DXR, DELX, DELY, ALPHA,









Appendix C contains a complete listing oi' the present configuration of the
computer program for the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model, Version 2. The
program is written in FORTRAN V and has been assembled and executed on a
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NASA/MSFC MULTILAYER COMPUTERPROGRAMEXAMPLE OUTPUT
The three example output listings given in this appendixshow only a small
part of the program capabilities, but give the basic form of all program output.
Certain pages in the output listings havebeenomitted due to volume, but important
material is retained.
D. 1 EXAMPLE 1 OUTPUT LISTING
Example 1 gives the output from a problem where maximum centerline con-
centration and centerline dosagearc calculated using a sea-breeze meteorological
regime under normal launch conditions. The listing was produced by logic section
1 of the computer program using Model4. A full explanation of this case is given
in Section 6.2.1 of the main body of the report. Also, an example coding sheetof
inputs for this case is given in Figure B-3 of Appendix B.
The case title is printed at the top of the listing followed by a complete list
of all program inputs for detailed input verification. The program then produces a
summary of the layer parameters including those applicable to the new layer struc-
ture used in Model 4. Accompanying the input summary are specific layer para-
meters used in the calculations. The main dosage and concentration listing is then
printed, giving the locations and values at each calculation point within the layer.
Logic section 1 is normally used for general grid pattern calculations, but in this
case, the special option NYS=l was selected which automatically places all calcula-
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D. 2 EXAMPLE 2 OUTPUT LISTING
,li
Example 2 gives the output lis[ing for the calculation of maximum center-
line concentration and centerline dosage using Model 3 for the sea-breeze meteoro-
logical regime. Logic Section 2 of the computer program is used in this example.
An example problem input coding sheet is shown in Appendix B, Figure B-4. The
first part of the output listing has the same form as Example 1 with the exception
that summaries of the parameters for all layers are produced before the dosage
and concentration tables. This case is explained in full in Section 6 in the main
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D. 3 EXAMPLE 3 OUTPUT LISTING
Example 3 is an output listing of dosage and concentration, for the sea-
breeze meteorological regime, over a 180-degree sector about the alongwind cloud
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APPENDIX E
METEOROLOGICAL AND SOURCE INPUTS
i¢,
Meteorological and source model inputs used in the example calculations
described in Section 6 are given in Tables E-1 through E-6. 'Fables E-1 and E-2
contain inputs respectively for the use of Model 4 and Model 3 in predicting concen-
tration and dosage downwind from a normal launch during a sea-breeze meteorological
regime at Kennedy Space Center. Model inputs for the use of Model 5 in predicting
deposition due to precipitation scavenging and air concentration with depletion due
to precipitation scavenging for a normal launch during a cold front passage at
Kennedy Space Center are given in Table E-3. Table E-4 contains inputs for Model
6 for use in predicting deposition due to gravitational settling for a normal launch
during a cold front passage at Kennedy Space Center. Finally, Tables E-5 and E'6
contain inputs respectively for the use of Model 4 and Model 3 in predicting concen-
tration and dosage downwind from an on-pad abort during a post-cold front meteoro-
logical regime at Kennedy Space Center.
The source inputs in the tables were calculated using the procedures
described in Section 6 of the report. Meteorological inputs of mean wind speed,
and wind direction were obtained from the rawinsonde and NASA 150-Meter Ground
Wind Tower profiles given in Section 6.
Values of the standard deviation of azimuth wind angle fluctuations at the
reference height zR ((_AR{r°K}) were obtained from measurements made with bi-
directional vanes when such information was available. When no measurements of
this type were available, estimates based on climatology were made by experienced
diffusion meteorologists. The following general rules were used to specify the
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In the surface mixing layer (z < Hm):
(1)
(2)
If the wind speed is constant or decreases with height in the
layer, (_A(TOK} is held constant with height in the layer
If the wind speed increases with height,
with height according to the relationship




p = wind profile exponent
_ n Fz K/ZR 1[T/ J
= mean wind speed at the top of the layer ZTK
= mean wind speed at the reference height z R
(E-I)
(E-2)
In layers above the surface mixing layer (z > Hm):
(1)
(2)
If the wind speed is constant or decreases with height in a
stable layer, aA{ToK } is decreased linearly with height
from the value at the base of the layer to a value of one
degree at the top of the layer
If the wind speed is constant or decreases with height in the
unstable layer, (rA{'roK) is held constant with height in the
layer
E -24
(3) If 'I,I _ wind speed increases with h¢,igh! in an unstable or
stable layer, trA{roK} is decreased with height according
I:o the relationship
• .- ,,.AI,K,. d,_,-_ ' ( z 7PK(jA[ ,oK, z_ : __.ZBK
(1,:-3)
wh e r e
PK "- _,n[ZTK/ZBK ]
UBK : mean wind speed at the base of the layer ZBK
(E-4)
It should I_ noted that _rA{roK } is not permitted to lie less than one degree.
Values of lhe standard deviation of elevation wind angle fluctuations are
set equal to CrA{rK}; that is,





= reference time period over which aA{roK } is measured
= source function time in the layer
In the calculations, r K was set equal to the time tSl required for the exhaust cloud
to reach stabilization which is given by the expression
("
tsi = 7r/s 1/2 (E-6)
rf
when the instantaneous cloud rise formula given by Equation (3-3) in the report is
used. The values of the diffusion parameters a and /3 were set equal to unity in
all cases.
E-25
